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ABSTRACT 

This thesis reports kinetic Monte Carlo computer simulations using a lattice gas model 

conducted on a variety of systems. These studies may be divided into two main categories: 

rod eutectics and related surface roughening, and surface morphology changes due to local 

stresses. 

The first grouping is a study of irregular rod eutectic systems. Simulations of directional 

solidification of rod eutectic systems were conducted using a model similar to the spin one 

Ising model. Growth of the rods was initiated from columns of pure A atoms embedded 

in a matrix of B atoms. The growth characteristics of the eutectic depend on the location 

of the surface roughening transition for the two phases. The surface roughening transition 

was determined using fluctuation dissipation theory, where the kinetic behavior of the inter

face is related to a characteristic time of fluctuations about an equilibrium position. These 

times were determined by time correlations. Results show a sharp transition in the kinetic 

behavior of the interface as a fiinction of Jackson's alpha factor. This is the first time this 

method has been used to locate the surface roughening transition. An applied temperature 

gradient supplied the restoring force for the interface. The roughening behavior of binary 

alloys was also examined and compared to pure component systems. 

The second set of simulations reported here examine the effects of local stress on sur

face morphology. The weakening of bonds due to the dislocation stress field was studied as 

the origin of the formation of etch-pits at dislocations. Atoms from a diamond cubic lattice 

were irreversibly removed with a probability which depends on an local surface configu

ration as well as on the local stress developed fi-om its physical location with respect to a 

dislocation in the lattice. In accordance with experimental observations, both faceted and 

non-faceted dislocation etch-pits have been observed. Simxjlations of crystal surfaces near 

equilibrium have reproduced direct experimental results using atomic force microscopy 

(AFM). The probe tip interacts with the shape and the motion of step edges, and the motion 
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of a step is retarded in the vicinity of the tip. 
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CHAPTER 1 

KINETIC MONTE CARLO 

1.1 Introduction 

Computer modeling has had a considerable influence on the present day imderstanding of 

the fundamentals of materials science. The computer has provided a platform to character

ize the impact of the physical effects on materials processing. Kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 

is a simple and powerful atomistic simulation tool capable of examining the evolution of 

the solid surface. It uses time scales orders magnitude larger than molecular dynamics sim

ulations, while maintaining the features of a quantized system which are lost in continuum 

models. This document details the use of kMC simulations of lattice gas models as applied 

to two distinct projects. The first of these projects is an examination of crystal growth ki

netics focusing on irregular rod eutectic systems. The main objective of this project is to 

examine the growth characteristics of directionally solidified irregular rod eutectics. Mo

tivated by questions in chemical mechanical polishing, the second project's objective is to 

examine the effects of an imposed stress field on crystal growth and dissolution. While 

both of these projects are motivated by distinctly different areas, they both benefit from the 

same simulation tool. Each of these projects have a few sub-projects which are discussed in 

detail in each of the chapters in this document. KMC simulations have made a considerable 

impact on the imderstanding of the solid surface. This includes both growth and dissolution 

kinetics of both rough and smooth surfaces. 

Due to their discreet nature, lattice gas models like kMC appropriately model the 

anisotropics of the surface energies which have a varying amoimt of influence on the growth 

kinetics. This is of particular importance to the surface roughening transition, which distin

guishes between rough and smooth interfaces [71]. Surface roughening studies have been 

conducted on both simple cubic (SC) systems [71, 98] and on diamond cubic lattices [33] 
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using solid on solid (SOS) models. Lattice gas models were used to model the screw dis

location spirals [38, 103], which are the predominate growth mode in surfaces below the 

surface roughening transition. Other studies have examined the effects of step density on 

the surface energy [70, 95, 98]. Dissolution of surfaces using focusing on both diamond 

cubic and simple cubic systems [101, 96]. Lastly, one of the largest contributions of kMC 

has been the understanding the non-equilibrium segregation effects [37, 55]. By using the 

Jackson, Gilmer, Temkin (JGT) model of interface kinetics, kMC was used to relate the 

direction dependence of the non-equilibrium segregation coefficient to the growth rate of 

the interface and the diffusion of dopants in the liquid. 

The ultimate goal of the crystal growth kinetic projects is to understand, and later con

trol, the micro-structure of directionally solidified irregular rod eutectics. In these systems, 

two solid phases are grown from a single liquid phase in which the micro-structure strongly 

depends on the growth rate. This self-assembled micro-structure is typically developed on 

the micron to sub-micron length scales and can have a significant impact on the electronic, 

optical, and mechanical properties of the composite systems. The regular rod eutectic sys

tem was examined using a JGT model treatment of a binary alloy system to verify that 

growth followed the Jackson-Himt model. Direct application of this method to irregular 

eutectics directly lead to two separate projects. These are classifying the roughening be

havior of a binary alloy and determining the surface roughening transition of a piare face 

centered cubic (FCC) system. 

The second project discussed in this document focuses on understanding the primary 

contributors to chemical mechanical polishing. While it is widely used in semiconductor 

processing, much of our current understanding of the interactions between chemical attack 

and physical abrasion are not understood. In chemical mechanical polishing, the combined 

effects of chemical attack and mechanical stress are orders of magnitude greater than either 

acting alone. This work has focused on two distinct systems; dislocation etch-pitting and 

the impact of local stress fields on the growing step edge. Both these projects use simu

lations based on a spin 1/2 Ising model of the liquid-solid interface. Bond energies in the 
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solid have a geometric perturbation to represent strain in the solid. 

This first chapter provides an overview of crystal interface kinetics and motivate the 

use of kMC as a simulation technique. The JGT interface model and relationship to the 

spin Ising model systems is discussed in relation to solid-liquid interface. Next, the com

putational model with a small explanation the algorithm will be introduced. Finally, an 

overview of the projects included in this dissertation will be presented with a brief state

ment of their individual importance. 

1.2 Solid Interface Kinetics 

When the crystallization rate depends on the mobility of the atoms in the liquid, the rate at 

which atoms join and leave the solid depends on their corresponding activation energies. 

This growth model is typically referred to as the Wilson-Frenkel growth model [99] which 

is representative of many rough solid-liquid systems, including silicon's {100} surface. 

While the Wilson-Frenkel model describes rough interfaces, the rate equation developed 

here may be used describe both rough and smooth interfaces. This particular derivation 

was conducted by Jackson [57]. 

This derivation is started by defining the activation energy for a liquid atom to join the 

solid is the difference of the thermal energy of the average liquid atom at the interface(i^r) 

and the energy of an atom in the solid(£'s). Thus, the rate liquid joins the solid may be 

written as 

Similarly, the activation energy for an atom to go fi-om the solid to the liquid may be written 

as 

where El is the energy of an atom in the liquid phase. By defining Q as Et ~ Es equa

tions 1.1 and 1.2 may be written in terms of the latent heat, L, or the difference in the 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
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enthalpies El and Es of the two phases. Both and R~ are pre-exponential factors 

which depend on the hopping rate and the concentration of arriving and departing atoms at 

the interface. 

At equilibrium, the arrival and the departure rates are equal to each other the expression 

for and may be written as 

where is the melting temperature of the system. By substituting equation 1.3 into 

equations 1.1 and 1.2 we get 

R- = R^exp (1.4) 

W — Roexpi — -—— ) (1.5) 
. ^bT 

where 

Q 
= j (1.6) 

Equation 1.4 may also be written in terms the entropy difference between the two phases 

since AS = ^- An expression for the velocity of the interface is then given by the 

difference between the rates which atoms join and leave the solid 

V = a (fl- - Br) = (l - exp (-^)) C-') 

where AT = — T or the under-cooling of the interface and a is the square root of the 

atomic volume. Thus, for small under-coolings (AT <C Tm), the interface face velocity is 

linear with under-cooling. 

To relate the diffusion coefficient to the growth rate coefficient, Rg, in equation 1.6, it 

is beneficial to rewrite equation 1.4 in terms of an add-atom arrival rate at a repeatable step 

site, 

exp (1.8) 
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The pre-exponential factor, is just the Debye frequency. 

The diffusion coefficient, D, is then related to Vo through equation 1.9 where A is the 

characteristic diffusion length in the liquid. 

0 = (1.9) 

The velocity of the interface may then be written in terms of the cube root of the atomic 

volume, a, and the fraction of surface lattice site density which are repeatable step sites, /. 

Thus, the velocity of the interface may be written as 

V = ^uf (1.10) 

where u is 

/  LAT \ , ,  , , ,  

Similar models have been applied to binary systems by including the diffusion of the 

second species [52]. In both cases surface morphology plays a significant role in growth 

kinetics, since there is no analj^ical solution for density of repeatable step cites. 

Alternatively, the solidification rate may be independent of diffusion in the liquid. This 

is the case observed in molecular dynamic simulations with Lennard-Jones [13] interac

tions. This model is representative of systems where solidifying species have a high amount 

of symmetry and low entropies of fusion, as with many metals. In this system, the rate at 

which atoms join the solid depends on thermal velocity of atoms in the liquid is given by: 

1 SkeT ( AS\ 

This leads to the experimentally confirmed growth rate of 

a . j^ksT ( 1"^ ^ " 
A \ m \ Kb 

1 — exp I — (1.13) 
ksT, 

For the purposes of relating this growth rate expression to equation 1.7, the chemical 

potential difference A/i may be written as: 

(1.14) 
J- m. 
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While the growth rates of these two processes are distinctly different, their surface 

roughening behavior can be effectively modeled using a lattice gas model. The lattice gas 

model used in this document has its foundations in the JGT model. 

1.2.1 Ising Model Systems 

The Ising model system [47] was first developed to explain the magnetic phase transition 

of materials at the Curie temperature. Since then it has been extensively examined in sta

tistical mechanics in multiple dimensions to understand the behavior of systems about their 

critical points. Models sharing the same universality class have also been developed to 

examine surface morphology and interface kinetics. In this model a system of magnetic 

particles interact with each other by nearest neighbor interactions and with an eternally 

applied magnetic field. Thus, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as 

Here Q is the spin-spin coupling constant, hi is the strength of the applied magnetic field, 

and Ho is a constant. The (t^'s represent that spin state the at i-th position in the lattice. 

In the spin 1/2 system this spin can be up or down (+1/2 or -1/2) while in the spin one 

systems this can be up down or zero (1, -1 or, 0). The j-th indecency sums over the nearest 

neighbors of the ?;-th lattice site. 

Ising originally solved this model for the one dimensional case, saw no phase transi

tion, and erroneously deduced that the two and three dimensional systems would display 

the same behavior. Later, Onsager solved the two dimensional case of the spin one half 

system [82] and applied these results to a crystal growth model. This crystal growth model 

was then extended by Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [15]. 

The application of the spin one Ising model to binary alloy systems has been developed 

by Gilmer [39, 40]. In such a system the binary solid solution is in contact with a single 

(1.15) 
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liquid phase. The Hamiltonian representing this lattice gas model system can be written as 

H = -Y,Wcf'l>AA + UctC;'+CfCf),l>AB + C!>Cj>,l>BB 
( i j )  

+ (1.16) 
i 

In this model, each lattice site is occupied by a solid A or B, or a liquid atom. This liquid 

atom may be A or B as well. However, the distinction of an atom in the liquid phase is 

purely a fixed probability which depends on the liquids composition. Cf and Cf are the 

occupancy of the lattice site i, and are equal to one where the lattice site is an A solid or 

a B solid respectively. Otherwise their value is zero. The ^jfy's in this expression are 

solid-solid bond energies between atoms X and Y, while the A/ix is the difference in the 

chemical potential of a system of pure liquid and solid X atoms. 

This is the spin one Ising model treatment of the solid-liquid interface where each 

lattice site can exist in one of three states. The Hamiltonians represented in equations 1.15 

and 1.16 are representative of the same system. This is apparent with the transformation of 

= (1.17) 

hi = \ - AmbI - (Z - Zi)''"' ~ (1.18) 

Similarly, single component systems are referred as spin 1/2 systems since each lattice 

site contains either a solid or liquid atom. While the JGT model, discussed in the next 

section, deviates from the spin one Ising model system when examining binary alloys, the 

JGT model shares the same universality class with the spin 1/2 system when dealing with 

single component systems. 

1.2.2 JGT model 

The JGT model [3] is a lattice gas model, developed by Jackson, Gilmer, and Temkin [37, 

58, 59] and was used to examine kinetics of the two component liquid-solid interface sys

tems. In most cases the kinetics of a binary liquid-solid and liquid-gas systems are governed 
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Liquid atoms becomes solid 

Solid atom becomes liquid 

Diffusion conducted by pair exchange 

FIGURE 1.1. Simulation Events 

by three distinctive rates as shown in figure 1.1. These events are the rate at which atoms 

arrive to join the solid, the rate at which atoms depart the solid, and the rate heterogeneous 

diffusion in the liquid, assuming that the diffusion in the solid is inconsequential. These 

rate equations are compliant with rate equations 1.4 and 1.5 of the previous section. 

In the JGT model atoms are added to the solid surface at a rate which depends on the 

entropy difference between the solid and liquid phases. Equation 1.19 is the analytical 

expression of this rate. 

Here ASi is the entropy difference between the liquid and the solid phases of the A and 
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B atoms, and Uo is the pre-exponential factor with units of 1/time. All simulations reported 

here are a special case of the JGT model which is closer to the spin one Ising model system. 

Also, all liquid-solid bond energies are set to zero so that that the last exponential term in 

equation 1.19 is equal to one. Correspondingly, atoms leave the solid and join the liquid at 

a rate depends on the configuration of atoms on the solid surface. 

Both solid-liquid bonds and liquid-liquid bonds energies are set to zero. These agree 

with the equations 1.4 and 1.5 since La = f and Ljs = f where La and are 

the latent heats of fusion for solids comprised of pure A and pure B respectively. 

Diffiision is typically limited to the liquid and is implemented by pair exchange of B 

atoms at a rate proportional to add-atom arrival. 

Here 6 is the proportionality constant. This rate may also be written in terms of the diffusion 

coefficient D and the cube root of the atomic volume, a. These three rate equations are the 

foundation of the kMC simulation presented here. 

There is a distinct difference between an ideal solution liquid in contact with a regular 

solution solid, and the spin one Ising model of a binary system. The spin one Ising model 

treats the liquid as a single entity where the A and B components are uniformly present 

in the liquid phase. This relatively minor simplification has a significant impact on the 

kinetics of the interface. Effectively these systems have embedded the entropy of mixing 

term into the choice of of the concentration field on the solid surface. 

1.3 Kinetic Monte Carlo 

(1.20) 

a 
(1.21) 

The underlying simulation method used in this dissertation is kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) 

modeling. KMC is a simulation technique which can be used to examine micro-structures 
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with atomistic resolution on macroscopic times scales. KMC is an event based Monte Carlo 

(MC) algorithm in which examines large scale morphology using small scale Markovian 

processes. This is distinctly different than classical MC utilizing a Metropolis algorithm 

or molecular djmamics (MD) simulation which the development of a Hamiltonian is at the 

center of the simulation technique. There have been many good reviews of kMC used in 

crystal growth [41, 103, 66, 54, 97]. Another review presented by Binder examined the 

general application of Monte Carlo methods and explore the mathematical underpinning 

of these methods [8]. Binder has also written an introductory text on implementation on a 

variety of other systems and has included detailed discussions of useful algorithms [9]. 

In general the term lattice gas refers to a class of models where the simulation space is 

coarsely discretized and the actions of particles on the grid depends on their local neighbors. 

In the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations presented here, the lattice is used to model the liquid 

solid interface, as displayed in figure 1.2. The simulation cell is divided into a grid in which 

every node on the grid is occupied by either a solid or liquid atom. All of the next nearest 

neighbor interactions are folded into the nearest neighbor interactions. 

The systems develop by choosing and implementing events one at a time based on 

their probability of occurrence. These events are chosen at random using their weighed 

probability of occurring. The system develops along a Markovian chain process since the 

individual choice of an event is not impacted by the past history of that individual location. 

1.4 Implementation 

The simulations described in this dissertation were all conducted using the same algorithm 

implemented with the same code. There are two main parts to this implementation: simula

tion cell lattice development and event management. The implementation of both of these 

parts takes advantage data structures in the programing language C. 

The main purpose of the development of the simulation cell is to record the state of each 

point on the lattice and to keep track of the nearest neighbors of all lattice sites. The lattice 
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FIGURE 1.2. Simulation Cell 

Simulations are conducted by examining nearest neighbor interaction. All lattice sites are 
occupied by a single atom. In the binary JGT model, atoms can be a solid A or B atoms 
(white or black squares) or a liquid A or B atom (white or black circles). In the above 
diagram, the interface is represented by the gray line. In this model A and B atoms are 
locally conserved. That is, A atoms are allowed to be solid or liquid but not allowed to 
transform into a B atom. 
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development code that was used for these simulations reported here was developed by Kirk 

Beatty [3], The lattice is developed as a one dimensional array of structures. Each structure 

holds the type of atom at its lattice site, the list of nearest neighbor of this lattice, and 

its coordinates in the simulation cell. This is done with lattices with cubic symmetry and 

initial lattice orientations. Simulations are conducted using periodic boxmdary conditions. 

The kMC algorithm used in these studies is similar to the event driven the BLK algo

rithm developed by Bortz, Lebowitz, and Kalos [11]. However, the implementation of the 

algorithm is closer to that proposed by Blue and Beichl [10]. In both, of these algorithms 

all possible events in the simulation cell are recorded and are chosen at random with a 

weighted probability of occurring. Once an event is chosen, it is implemented. This is 

different from a Metropolis algorithm which randomly visits sites on a lattice and may or 

may not implemented a change depending on the local configuration. The modification that 

Blue and Bleichl implemented was to increase the speed of finding an event with a binary 

search tree. 

The algorithm employed here records all possible events for a given lattice configura

tion on the bottom of a balanced binary search tree [67]. Each of these event nodes contains 

information on the location of the potential event and the probability that that event will 

occur. Also, each event node has a parent node which contains the sum of the probabilities 

of its two children. Likewise each parent has a single parent which contains the sum of the 

probabilities of its two children. This progeny tree continues until there is a single head 

node which records the sum of the probabilities of all the events in the simulation, Qtot-

An single event is picked by starting at the top of the tree and successively choosing a 

number between zero and the value of this node chooses events. If this value is less than 

the right branch, then right branch becomes the current node until a node representing an 

event is reached. After an event has been implemented, all events affected by the change 

are updated, and the clock is advanced by the reciprocal of the head node's frequency. This 

(1.22) 
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implementation time is shown in the following equation. 

= (1.23) 
i 

Random numbers are generated using the long period generator Mersenne Twister. [76] 

In general, to eliminate non-physical bulk effects, liquid atoms surrounded by liquid 

atoms are not allowed to become solid, and solid atoms surrounded by solid atoms are not 

allowed to become liquid. This scheme appears to violate detailed balance, but it does not. 

Not applying these conditions leads to solid atoms "floating" in the liquid and diffusing by 

a non-physical solidifying process. 

1.5 Application 

The remaining chapters in this dissertation motivate and discuss the application of this kMC 

algorithm to a variety of systems. While developed as five distinct projects, the first three 

are motivated by the study of irregular eutectic systems, and the last two are motivated by 

a chemical mechanical polishing study. 

1.5.1 Rod Eutectic Simulations 

In this section the project of steady state growth of a rod eutectic from the melt is detailed. 

These simulations used a kinetic Monte Carlo model with diffusion by pair exchange only 

in the liquid phase. The bond energies were derived from the equilibrium phase diagram. 

Growth of the rods was initiated from columns of pure A material embedded in an B matrix 

which were arranged in a close packed formation with periodic boimdary conditions. In 

the kinetic Monte Carlo simulations the growth of each phase was faceted or non-faceted 

phases depending on the entropy of fusion. Lastly, this chapter discusses the difficulties of 

simulating irregular eutectic growth, and motivates the projects of the surface roughening 

behavior of a binary alloy. 
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1.5.2 Surface Roughening Transition 

In this chapter the surface roughening transition of the {100} FCC surface using fluctuation 

dissipation theory. The simulations were conducted using a spin 1/2 Ising model treatment 

of the solid-liquid interface with simulation cells 50 by 50 by 10 lattice units in size. These 

interfaces were studied at equilibrium with an imposed temperature gradient to supply a 

restoring force for the interface. Fluctuations in the number of solid atoms in the system 

about the equilibrium position were examined using time correlations. These characteristic 

times were then used to calculate the kinetic coefficient of the system. A dramatic change in 

these characteristic times which locate the surface roughening transition has been observed. 

1.5.3 Surfaces Roughness of Binary Alloy and Irregular Rod Eutectics 

Although the surface roughening transition in single component systems has been studied 

extensively, the surface roughening transition in binary alloys has not. The surface rough

ness, which is defined as the density of lateral unsatisfied bonds at the interface has been 

determined for both the pure components and for alloys of various compositions. The sur

face roughness for a pure material depends on the change in bond energy associated with 

the transformation, divided by the melting point. Using systems where the solid phase con

tains essentially one component, this project examined the siu-face roughness of the alloy 

systems. It was shown that the surface roughening behavior depends on the value of the 

Jackson a-factor when liquidus temperature of the alloy is used as the melting point of the 

system. This chapter then applies the knowledge of the surface roughening behavior of 

binary alloy systems and the surface roughening transition to re-examine the irregular rod 

eutectic system. 

1.5.4 Dislocation Etch-Pit 

Chemical mechanical polishing and stress corrosion cracking result from chemical attack 

at stressed regions. To better understand the combined effects of chemical attack and stress, 
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a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) study of the formation of dislocation etch-pits was pursued. 

In the simulations, atoms from a diamond cubic lattice were irreversibly removed with 

a probability that depended on an atom's number of nearest neighbors as well the local 

stresses. These stresses are imposed on the simulation by adding an energy term which is 

dependent on an atom's physical location with respect to a dislocation. In accordance with 

experimental observations, both faceted and non-faceted dislocation etch-pits have been 

observed. Simulations were performed for various values of the strength to the etchant as 

well as the magnitude of the stress produced by the dislocation. 

1.5.5 Stressed Step Edge 

Studies of crystal surfaces at near equilibrium conditions using atomic force microscopy 

(AFM) have demonstrated that the probe tip interacts with the shape and the motion of 

step edges. A step edge is found to retract near the probe tip, and the motion of the step 

is retarded in the vicinity of the tip. This effect, which is limited to within a few atom 

diameters of the tip, has been attributed to stresses in the crystal caused by the proximity 

of the tip. The stress field fi-om the probe tip was introduced as a cylindrically symmetric 

Gaussian energy field which was incorporated in a kMC model. Steps on the surface were 

generated by offsetting the periodic boundary conditions. The local morphology of the 

step was found to depend on the strength and size of the stress field, as well as on the 

kink site density of the step. The magnitude of the energy field which was sufficient to 

significantly alter the shape of the step was only a few percent of the bond energy. These 

results suggest a novel explanation of the enhanced material removal, which is the basis of 

chemical mechanical polishing. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ROD EUTECTIC SIMULATIONS 

2.1 Introduction 

There has been considerable interest in directionally solidified eutectic systems for many 

years [43, 68, 44], Much of this interest is due to their self-assembled microstructures. 

Eutectic systems are comprised of two solid phases in contact with a single liquid phase. 

When these systems are directionally solidified, the two phases self assemble with mi

crostructures which depend on the solid phases' volume fi-action. These structures may be 

laminae or rods whose characteristic size and uniformity depend on the solidification con

ditions. The formation of these microstructures has a dramatic impact on the mechanical, 

electrical, and optical properties of these materials. 

The distinction between regular and irregular eutectic systems is based on the surface 

roughness of the two solid-liquid interfaces. While both of the solid-liquid interfaces of 

the regular eutectic are rough, above the surface roughening transition, one or both of 

the irregular eutectics's interfaces are smooth, or below the surface roughening transition. 

This distinction is important since the directional solidification of regular eutectic systems 

are relatively well understood and closely follow the Jackson-Hunt model [60, 45] (J-H 

model). However, this is not the case with irregular eutectic systems since surface nucle-

ation complicates the growth kinetics. These irregular eutectics typically grow with a larger 

inter-phase spacing and with a non-uniform micro-structure. There have been a few models 

which have explored the impact of relaxing assumptions on the J-H model; however, none 

of these have examined the growth kinetics of a coupled rough smooth interface. 

The goal of the rod eutectic project is to understand the growth kinetics of irregular 

eutectic alloys. In particular, this project was motivated by the need to control the uni

formity of the mircostructure of irregular eutectics such as Ge-TiGe2 and Si-TaSi2 and 
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provide a modeling tool which could be used to ascertain the impact of gravity on this 

system. Here, control of the inter-rod spacing, which impacts the density and geometry 

of the metal-semiconductor junctions, is critical in controlling the electronic properties 

used in the applications to high voltage transistors and high quantum efficiency photodi-

odes [28, 29, 89, 80]. Since the JGT model appropriately models the interface kinetics of 

a regular solution solid in contact with a ideal solution liquid above and below the surface 

roughening transition, it is a clear choice in modeling this system. The JGT model is imple

mented on an eutectic system constructed with two solid phases rich in either A or B atoms. 

Thus, with the JGT model, irregular systems may be as easily studied as regular systems. 

This statement, while completely true, does contain some significant difficulties which will 

be explored. Many of these results have been previously published in the proceeding to the 

NASA 2002 Materials Science Conference [4]. 

2.2 Background 

Eutectic systems are comprised of a mixture of two (or more) tj^es of species. These exist 

as mixtures of a single phase liquid at temperatures above the melting of the system and 

form solids of two types of phases at lower temperatures for a range of compositions. The 

melting point of the system is lower than that of its pure constituents. This is best described 

in figure 2.1. While the solid phases are also mixtures of the two types of species, they are 

individually rich in one of the two. In the stimple phase diagram, these individual species 

are denoted as A and B. 

For this project we have focused on directionally solidified eutectic structures in which 

there is a single solid-liquid interface. The use of the phase eutectic systems not only 

refers to the phase diagram shown in figure 2.1, but also refers to the solid-solid structure 

developed when systems are solidified near the eutectic composition. In this system the 

A constituents in the liquid diflfiise to join the A-rich alpha phase while the B constituents 

diffuse to join the B-rich beta phase. There are two tj^es of structures which these phases 
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Temperture 

Liquid 

/3-liquid 

a - liquii 

Eutectic Point 

a and /3 (solid) 

A-component B-component Compostion 

FIGURE 2.1. Example Eutectic Phase Diagram 

Eutectic phase diagram displays both the liquidus and solidus of the a and (5 phases. The 
eutectic point denotes the temperature and composition of the liquid of the system when all 
three phases are in thermal equilibrium with each other. 
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can order, a laminar structure and a rod structure. The solid phase forms a laminar structure 

if the two solid phase have roughly the same volume fraction the solid phase. However, if 

one of the two phases dominates, the minor phase will form rods in the major phase. This 

rod structure is energetically favorable if the volume fraction of the minor phase is below 

Directional solidification of eutectic systems does not have too occur at the eutectic 

composition; instead systems may still solidify off eutectic composition by eutectic growth 

modes [46, 14], The extent of the eutectic growth mode depends on the competing growth 

modes of the dendrites of either the two components. The interface kinetics is governed by 

the fastest of these modes. 

2.2.1 Jackson-Hunt 

In 1966 Jackson and Hunt presented a model for the directional solidification of both the 

laminar and rod eutectic systems [60, 45]. This was done by examining the concentration 

of the two components of the two phases in the liquid phase as the two species diffuse 

to the two solid phases. Using this composition profile of the liquid in conjxmction with 

the solid's interface curvature, the under-cooling of the interface was calculated. As a 

result  of  this  derivat ion,  relat ionships between interface under-cooling {AT = Te — T),  

solidification rates (v), and characteristic rod or laminar spacing (R) were developed. These 

relationships were in terms of the thermod5mamic properties of the system. This discussion 

will only present results for rod eutectic systems. 

1 
TT 

ATR = 2ma^ (2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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Here Te is the eutectic temperature, the temperature where all three phases are in thermal 

equilibrium. In these relationships, m is a parameter which depends on the slopes of the 

liquidus lines of the a and (3 phases, and at the eutectic point. 

- = — + — (2.4) 
m rua ruf} 

The coefficient is based on the parameter o in the the Gibbs-Thompson relationship 

AT = m [Ce -  C{x)\  + ̂  (2.5) 
r [ x )  

which relates the effect of local curvature, r{x),  to the under-cooling of the interface. In 

this  relat ionship,  Ce is  the eutect ic  composit ion,  and C{x) is  the composit ion at  a  point  x 

along the interface. The Gibbs-Thompson parameters of interest here are and o/? which 

are the values from the alpha-liquid and beta-liquid interfaces respectively. In particular, 

is related the parameters and 0^3, as well as C,, the ratio of the volumes of the two 

solid phases, and the slopes of the liquidus lines and mp. 

a'^ = 2yTrd^ + ^) (2.6) 
\ma CfnpJ 

Here C is the ratio of the volume fraction of the major phase to that of the minor phase. 

The parameters and depend on the thermodynamic properties of latent heat (L),  

eutectic temperature(T£;), interfacial free energy (a), and the angle of the phase at the solid-

solid-liquid phase tri-junction (0).  

®(A,/3) ( r J SIN (2.7) 
V ^ / (a,/3) 

Lastly, is a constant which depends on the diflfiision coefficient, D, and the com

positional difference between the alpha and beta phases, denoted by Co- This relation is 

shown in figure 2.1 

Q"" = (2.8) 
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Here, M is a geometric parameter which is a summation of Bessel functions, J(r), which 

are artifacts of the solution of the diffusion equation. The parameter, C,n are the root of 

the Bessel function Ji(r). 

It should also be noted that the value of the characteristic rod spacing, R, is not the 

distance between the rods; rather, it is based on the volimietric extent of the major phase 

between rods. 

In this relation r is the radius of the rods. R is approximately one half of the average real 

rod spacing. 

The Jackson-Hunt model further examines the interface shape of the two solid-liquid 

interfaces using the local composition field and the surface energy. The calculation of the 

interface shape showed that regular eutectic system develops with an isothermal interface. 

It is this isothermal approximation which is primarily questioned in the development of 

irregular eutectic models [74]. However, the thermal gradients required to influence the 

deviations observed in irregular systems are extreme. 

2.2.2 Micro-Gravity Ambiguities 

One of the motivating issues of eutectic systems is the ambiguity between ground and 

space based eutectic formation [85, 84]. This is of a particular interest in this study since 

funding for this project was provided by NASA. These studies conducted on Skylab were 

originally implemented to explore the utility of low gravity enviroimient on directional 

solidification. There have also been a variety of ground based studies examining the impact 

of various perturbations to the eutectic system. These include examinations of the effects 

of forced convection [88], thermal convection [30], vibration [18], and buoyancy effects 

( rg-tn \ 
V''a+r/3 J (2.9) 

R = r^/^+C (2.10) 
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in the liquid [23]. While it is apparent that convection can have a dramatic impact on the 

directional solidification of both laminar [2, 90] and rod [19] eutectic systems, the details 

of the interface kinetics of irregular eutectic systems needs to be examined by simplifying 

the problem first, then adding in other asymmetries. This work was conducted to provide 

a simple model capable of properly evaluating the interface kinetics while also providing a 

method to explore the potential impact of convection. 

2.2.3 Past Simulations 

The use of computational modeling on eutectic systems is not a novel approach to exam

ining eutectic systems. The first computational modeling of the regular eutectic interface 

were conducted was conducted using resistive paper to Laplace's equations along the in

terface [56]. This was done to solve the diffusion field in firont of the interface. Computa

tional modeling has also been conducted using more conventional means. Karma examined 

growth of laminar eutectics using a phase field model. Solutions to the phase field equations 

were calculated on a two dimensional lattice and reproduced the undulations seen in eutec

tic systems are off eutectic composition or are conducted using too large of an inter-laminar 

spacing [63, 64]. More phase field modeling was conducted by Drolet in 2000 [31]. Later, 

Popov and Wilcox also used a one dimensional phase field model [86]. Similar phase field 

models were also employed to examine the stability of tri-phase junction [1] of laminar 

systems. Other continuum models have also been applied to the laminar eutectic system 

such as finite volume [106]. 

MC simulations using Metropolis method were also conducted [104, 73]. However, 

while MC simulations using the Metropolis algorithm describe the equilibrium state of 

interfaces they do not track the kinetics of a system since the relaxation path to equilibrium 

is non-physical. 
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2.3 Rod Eutectic Simulations 

As previously stated, the JGT lattice gas model shares the same Hamiltonian as an ideal 

solution liquid in contact with a regular solution solid. With this model it is possible to 

construct an eutectic system where the A and B atoms self assemble into two separate 

phases. The challenge is thus, to develop systems using the input parameters discussed in 

chapter 1 to produce the growth of stable rods. 

This task is accomplished by constructing a system with an equilibriimi phase diagram 

of a binary eutectic then using the Jackson-Hunt model to estimate appropriate simulation 

cell geometry and diffusion characteristics. The relative importance of each of these steps 

is shown in figure 2.2. 

2.3.1 Equilibrium Phase Diagrams 

The compositional equilibrium phase diagram displays the composition of the liquid and 

the solid which produces no net movement of the interface as a function of temperature. 

For the case of a binary liquid in contact with a binary solid this occurs when the chemical 

potentials of both systems are equal. Expressions for chemical potentials are achieved by 

examining the Gibbs free energies of both the liquid (F^) and solid (F^) phases. 

In these expressions N^, N^, N§, are the number of solid and liquid A and B 

atoms in the solid and liquid systems respectively. While W is defined as: 

(2.11) 

[iV| ̂ aa + Ni - T Ni + ASb iV|] 

iVfiVg 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 
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Simulations 
- Geometry 
- Bond Energy, AS 
- Diffusion 
- Temperature 

Ar,D 

Phase Diagram 
- Latent Heats 
- Entropies of Fusion 

Jackson-Hunt Model 
- Rod Spacing 

rria, rriff, Ce 

FIGURE 2.2. Flow Eutectic Simulations 

While the kMC simulations do not require the calculation of an equilibrium phase diagram 
or the use of the J-H model, the two are used to acquire starting conditions for this eu
tectic study. The above shows the relationship between the input parameters of the kMC 
simulations and the calculated phase diagram and the J-H model. 
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The parameter W is significant in determining the composition of the a and j3 phases since 

it is a measure of strength of the A-B atom interaction. When W is greater than one, the 

solution tends to phase separate into separate phases, while when W is less than one the 

solution tends to order into a system of alternating A and B atoms. When W is equal to one 

the solution is ideal. 

At equilibrium the chemical potentials (/x) in the solid and liquid phases of both the A 

and B species are equal. 

i dF^ _ s dF^ 
" dN\ ~ ^ ^ ^ 

Leading to the pair of equations 2.17 and 2.18. 

Xn Z AiSjg / 

where X is the number concentration of the individual species in each phase. 

(2-19) 

Thus the concentrations of A and B atoms in the solid and liquid phases also sum up to 

one. 

Xa + XB = 1 (2.20) 

These systems of equations were solved numerically to acquire the temperature depen

dence of the composition of both the a and fi phases. This was done by using Brent's 

method [87] for finding the roots in Numerical Methods in C: 

F,,i,4xlT) = l-Xiexp(j^^AA + ̂  + {l-XiY^^ (2.21) 
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FIGURE 2.3. Sample Phase Diagram 

In the binary eutectic systems studied, the a and /3 phases contained very little of the 
second component. The solidus lines in the phase diagram above are indistinguishable from 
the axis. This phase diagram was derived from the following bond energies: ^aa/^b = 
2820°K, ASA = 2.5kB, ̂ ss/kB = 3000°K, ASB = 5.0kB, ̂ As/kB -  ̂00°K 

This method was employed to isolate the physical roots since between the melting temper

atures of the pure A and B systems there exist three roots to equation 2.22, one of which is 

non-physical. Figure 2.3 displays the results of one of these calculations. 

There are two major attributes of phase diagrams sought after for this study. First, 

systems were chosen for the a and (3 phases which were composed of mostly pure A or B 

atoms. This occurs when the solidus lines are very close to the y-axis. Second, systems 

were chosen for eutectic compositions of 10% number fraction minor phase. This was to 

assure that the system will grow as rods. 
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2.3.2 Simulation Cell Construction 

Simulations of a rod eutectic system are started with a simulation cell consisting of a liquid 

of randomly distributed A and B atoms and a solid of columns of pure A embedded in 

an B matrix. The rods were arranged in a close packed formation in the simulation cell 

using periodic boundary conditions normal to the growth direction. This arrangement is 

displayed in figure 2.4. While this lattice gas model is fully capable of spontaneously 

developing a micro-structure, simulations were initiated with these two phases. The process 

of nucleating rods has been observed in simulations where the chosen rod spacing was too 

large for stable rod growth and new rods formed on the major phase. The rod positions 

and radii were not confined in the simulation cell, however the simulation cell does place 

an upper limit on the rod spacing. Thus, the size of the simulation cell is an important 

parameter in these simulations. 

The simulation cells themselves also have a finite size in the growth direction. For the 

sake of simplicity, simulations were conducted on completely closed system with a fixed 

size. The number of A and B atoms in these simulations were conserved. 

2.3.3 Use of Jackson-Hunt model 

While the rod eutectic simulations does not require the implementation of the Jackson-Hunt 

model, the model was used as a guide to acquire a starting point for stable rod growth. 

Comparison to the Jackson-Hunt model also provide a sanity check for the use of the JGT 

model. After an appropriate equilibrium phase diagram was selected, the remaining pa

rameters; simulation cell size, simulation xmder-cooling and diflfiasion coeflBcient needed 

to be selected. The first of these, simulation dimensions, is easy since the simulation di

mension is limited to the amount of computational power available. For these systems we 

focused on simulations with rods ~10 lattice units in radii to keep the simulation size man

ageable. With this restraint it is possible to compute an appropriate under-cooling using 
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FIGURE 2.4. Simulation Cell Geometry 

Rods of solid A atoms are arranged in the simulation cell with semi-periodic boundary 
conditions in a closed packed formation. This is done with a simulation cell  of \ /3 Rhy R 
where R is the rod spacing. Note that this is not the same R as used in the text rather it is 
Rsim as used in table 2.1. The rod radius r is dependent on the eutectic composition. 
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equation 2.1. 

AT • R = Ci Te, Ce,  ma, m0, 0^,1, cTff, L, sin {Oas)) (2-23) 

There two distinct problems with evaluating the constant Ci used in the lattice gas 

model: acquiring the values of the inter-facial free energies (a) and retrieving the angles 

at the tri-phase junction {9a,js)- Both of these problems are linked, and the solutions are 

foxuid using estimates of the interfacal free energies of the system. For our purposes these 

estimates of these values were based on free bond counting to calculate the surface free 

energy. While this method for calculating the surface tensions of the interfaces is not exact, 

it does provide a good estimate. For regular eutectic systems the two individual phases will 

have interfaces with isotropic surface free energies, the surface free energy is independent 

of orientation. This interfacal energy can be estimated as one half the product of the cube-

root of the atomic volume (a) and the latent heat of the system. 

L - a  Z ^ A A a  
(ya,L = — = ^ (2.24) 

The difficulty with acquiring the angles of the individual phases is linked to the cal

culation of the surface free energies. These angles are displayed in figure 2.5. While this 

is not explicitly stated in Jackson-Hunt, there is a force balance of surface tensions at this 

tri-junction. Thus, the angle of the interface is a frinction of the surface tensions of the 

interface. 

Q ^aL "I" ^af} ^(3L 
Sin Oa = r (2.25) 

The surface tension of the three interfaces may be written in terms of the solid-solid 

bond energies: 

$2 +4^2 _  ̂ 2 

The second parameter with which the J-H model aids to approximate is the diffusion 

coefficient. In particular the input parameter d, which is is the ratio of the rate of solute 
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/3-Phase 
Solid a-Phase 

Solid 

FIGURE 2.5. Angles of the Solid Phases 

There exists a force balance of surface tensions at the junction between the solid alpha, 
solid beta and liquid phases. It is this force balance which dictates the angles of the the 
solid-liquid interfaces of both the alpha and beta phases. Both 0^ and Op are defined in the 
above figure. 
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diffusion in the liquid to the rate at which atoms join the crystal at a repeatable step site. 

This is accomplished by examining equations 2.2 and 2.8 and using the expected interface 

growth rate. In general the velocity of the interface may be written as in equation 2.27. 

Here and are the rate with which atoms arrive and depart repeatable step cites, p is 

the density of repeatable step sites, and f2 is the distance the interface advances with the 

arrival of an add-atom. The arrive and departure rates are provide by the JGT model with 

equation 1.19 and 1.20 for a repeatable step site. For the add-atom departure rate this is 

when half of the solid atom's nearest neighbors are liquid. For simplification the focus 

is on the growth of the major phase. However, both phases must grow at the same rate. 

A expression for 9 may then be written using the input parameters of the system using 

equations 2.2, 2.8, 1.21, and 2.27. 

An example of the intermediate values of these calculations can be found in table 2.1 

for one of the stable eutectic systems. These values were retrieved using a spread sheet 

calculation. 

2.4 Results 

Simulations of stable growing rod eutectics were first conducted using a simple cubic lattice 

oriented in the {100} growth direction. Initially simulations were conducted at the eutectic 

composition. However, these simulations failed when the major phase enveloped the minor 

phase. Guided by laboratory studies, the minor component's composition in the liquid was 

increased by 30% and rod growth occurred. 

Initially rods were observed to modulate in thickness with the initial rod spacing. Sim

ilar behavior has been observed in laminar systems both in laboratory and simulations 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 
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studies when inter-laminar spacing was too large [62] or when the liquid composition was 

off eutectic composition [105]. This modulation, followed by the rod structure breaking 

up and reforming a new structure, was eliminated by shrinking the size of the simulation 

cell. An example of a stable rod system is displayed in figxire 2.6. The input parameters, 

including the J-H model properties of this system are shown in table 2.1. While the results 

were guided by the J-H model, the original calculations of this model had errors. There 

were difficulties in determining the relationship between R in the J-H model (RJ-H in ta

ble 2.1), r and the dimensions of the simulation cell. These errors were discovered after 

the simulation was conducted, however this finding does not invalidate the results. 

From this result, and others not shown in this doctraient, we have seen that there is good 

agreement with the J-H model regular eutectic systems. Of particular importance is the 

product AT • R. For a set AT the choice of simulation size is very important, and systems 

conducted to far away fi-om the calculated simulation cell dimensions fail. However, we 

have also seen that the choice of 0 is not as critical and mostly effects the width of the 

diffusion field in firont of the interface. 

The largest obstacle in these studies was the about of time required to run simulation. 

A full simulation could run for months before there was full confidence in the results. 

Much of this computation time was used by diffusion events in the liquid. Also, since all 

initial interfaces were flat and a combination of growth and melt back processes along the 

interface were observed to generate the steady state interface shape and growth behavior. 

Thus simulation cells were chosen to be large enough in the growth direction to show the 

micro-structure development and the initial solid was made thick enough so that melt-back 

would not reach the bottom of the simulation cell. There are many possible improvement 

that could have been made to these simulations to improve their speed however delay on 

implementing this improvements outweighed getting initial results. 
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Input Parameters Intermediates Final Parameters 
^AA 2820 ke • °K 719.2 a 2ma^ 1797 °K-a 

3000 ke • °K 739.9 a 

^AB 500 kB • °K 2.511 a 
2.5 kB 
5.0 ks 

ma 3710 °K m 348.8 °K 
mp 385 Oa 55° 

Te 1762.6 °K 0^ 57° 

z 6 

c 9 M 0.0395 
/)(assume) 1 

^proposed 51.2 
AT 

0
 

00 

r 8.3 lattice units Bused 24.58 
^cell 50 lattice units R j --H 26.25 a A T - R j ^ff 1785 ° K - a  
Cliq 13% A atoms 

a = 1 lattice units, for a SC lattice, 
(note: a = v atomic volume) 

TABLE 2.1. Stable Regular Rod Eutectic System 
In this table Rceii is the size of the simulation cell as defined in figure 2.4 and Rj-h is the 
R parameter found in the J-H model. 
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(c) 

FIGURE 2.6. A Typical Simulation 

Results (a) and (b) are 3D perspective views of the solid atoms in the simulation cell, (c) 
is a diagonal slice through the simulation cell of figure (b) where A and B solid atoms and 
B liquid atoms are displayed. The simulations cell has dimensions of 50 by 87 by 230 
unit-cells and the initial has a radius of 8 unit-cells. Simulation's input parameters shown 
in table 2.1. Figures were rendered using Raster3D [77]. 
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2.4.1 Irregular Eutectics 

Irregular eutectics have previously been modeled using adaptations of the Jackson-Himt 

model [35, 75,100]. However, these analj^ical models do not address the nucleation of new 

atomic layers on the faceted phases. Rather, they focus on application of thermal gradient 

applied to the Jackson-Hunt model. The original motivation behind these approaches was 

to examine the Si-Al system where Si phase separates into rods in the A1 major phase. In 

these systems rods of silicon are faceted phase and the aluminum surface is smooth. 

During the examination of systems thought to be regular eutectics using a simple cubic 

lattice oriented in the {111} direction irregular eutectic behavior was observed. It was at 

this time that interest in examining the roughening behavior of the binary alloy was initi

ated. With a simple cubic simulation cell oriented in the {111} direction and both A and 

B atoms having the same AS's, the surface roughness of the two phases was visually dif

ferent. These results are shown in figure 2.7. Here the minor phase clearly shows faceting 

while the interface of the major phase is rougher. The Jackson-Himt calculated rod spacing, 

shown in table 2.2 is also roughly twice as large the one used in the simulation. Systems 

like this one were examined with the major facets in the plane of the interface and all of 

failed to the minor phase growing too slowly. 

At this point, the project changed focus from SC to FCC lattices since the SC {111} 

simulations cell does not tessellate in the same way as the SC {100} simulation cell does. 

This is due to the methods used to construct the simulation cell. This error is apparent after 

examination of 3D perspective view of figure 2.7. In this figure, the facets form an isosceles 

triangle rather than an equilateral triangle, as expected. This image has been distorted to 

force the simulation cell to look like a regular rectangular prism, while, in reality it is an 

trapezoidal prism. An FCC lattice was chosen since the {111} can facet before the {100} 

planes since the {111} has more in the plan nearest neighbors than the {100} plane, thus 

effecting the value of the Jackson a-factor. 

These results generate two major questions. One, what is the surface roughening be-
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Input Parameters Intermediates Final Parameters 
2500 ke • °K 408.0 a 2ma^ 1125 °K-a 
1750 ks • °K ap 254.3 a 

^AB 700 ks • °K 2.6781 a 
ASA 5.0 ks 
ASB 5.0 ke 

ma 1314.5 °K m 210.05 °K 

mf) 250 da 52.53° 

T e 1028.2 °K 29.65° 

z  6 

C 9 M 0.0395 
p(assume) 1 

^proposed 

AT 9.2 °K r 11.7 lattice units (^used 2.6 
Rcell 71 lattice units Rj-.jj 37.1 a AT-Rj^h 341.50 ° K - a  
Cliq 13% A atoms 

a = 1 lattice units, for a SC lattice, 
(note; a = ̂ atomic volume) 

TABLE 2.2. Stable Irregular Rod Eutectic System 
Simulation conducted on with a simple cubic interface oriented in the < 111 > direction. 
In this table Rceii is and approximation of the size of the simulation cell as defined in 
figure 2.7. 

havior of a binary alloy system? Two, where is the surface roughening transition for the 

JGT lattice gas system? These two question are answered in the next two chapters. 

2.5 Conclusion 

I developed and demonstrated the use of a JGT model system capable of simulating the 

growth of stable rod eutectics. The simulations have successfully used the Jackson-Hunt 

model as a guide to provide appropriate starting conditions. These simulations exhibit 

behaviors similar to experimentally observed eutectic structures. 
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(a) 

(b) 

FIGURE 2.7. Irregular Rod Eutectic 

Simulation conducted on a simple cubic lattice oriented in the {111} growth direction. 
Both A and B atoms gave the same AS. However, the surface roughness characteristics of 
both the alpha and beta phase are clearly different. Facets form on the {100} faces. The 3D 
perspective view of figure (a) is distorted into a rectangular simulation cell. Figure (b) is a 
diagonal slice though the simulation cell, ^aa/^b = 2000°i(', ASa = S.Ofcs, ^33/^3 = 
mO°K,ASB = ^.^ks^^AB/kB = 2>m°KTE = 1028.2°i<:, AT = %.2°K. Figures were 
rendered using RasterSD [77]. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE SURFACE ROUGHING TRANSITION 

3.1 Surface Roughness 

One of the most influential characteristics in crystal growth is surface roughness. This is ap

parent since as the stirface becomes rougher the repeatable step site density increases. Thus, 

surface roughness plays a crucial role in rate of solidification as a Sanction of under-cooling. 

The interface kinetics are dramatically different on either side of the surface roughening 

transition. Below the transition, the growth rate of the solid is limited by the production 

of repeatable step sites. While above the transition there is no activation energy barrier to 

produce a repeatable step cite and the growth rate linear with imder-cooling. In the case 

of a defect free, smooth surface repeatable site formation is controlled by the rate which 

critical nuclei are formed. The surface roughening transition occurs when the activation 

energy to form a critical nucleus goes to zero. 

The first models concerning the growth rate of a smooth solid surface was conducted 

by Burton, Cabrera, and Frank [15]. In this paper Frank developed an analytical model of 

the step motion as a fimction of supersaturation based on the kink site density of the step 

edge. This model was used to propose a process in which a flat interface could circumvent 

the slower growth rates of surface nucleation using the geometry of screw dislocations. In 

the second part of the paper, Burton and Cabrera highlighted the importance of the spiral 

step growth model to smooth interfaces by solving the two level problem using Onsager's 

method [82] and presenting the extension to multiple level solutions. Their conclusion of 

examining this problem was, "...the existence of a transition temperature will not have any 

influence on the kinetics of growth of the crystal surface" [15] 

In 1958 Jackson introduced the a-factor as a predictive measure of surface rough
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ness [51, 53], 

L Tj 

kBTuZ 
(3.1) 

This factor is comprised of the latent heat L, melting point Tm, configuration number of the 

lattice Z, and the number of nearest neighbors in the plane of the surface r}. The Jackson 

a-factor is a unit-less parameter which is measure of the surface tension of the interface. 

Experimental solid-liquid interfaces below a critical value of a = 2 were rough while above 

this value the interfaces were smooth at the atomic level. 

Later in 1971, Leamy and Jackson [71] compared Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of a 

solid-on solid SOS model to zeroth order, Bragg-Williams, and first order, Bethe approxi

mations, continuum expansions of SOS model. The roughening behavior of both of these 

models and the MD simulations have similar results and reproducing experimentally ob

served systems. The roughening behavior of the exact two level system, however, deviated 

theses observation of interface roughness as a function of a-factor. The agreement of these 

three model ends however with the treatment the kinetic nature of the interface. Both of 

the continuum models do not treat the formation of critical nuclei [69]. 

3.1.1 Height-Height Correlations 

While the surface roughening transition has a dramatic influence on the kinetics of the 

system, it is only seen as a weak discontinuity in the equilibrixmi system. This difficulty 

in determining the transition using computer modeling is compoimded with the problem 

of in defining and measuring a surface roughness. Previously the most utilized method 

to evaluating the surface roughening transition has been though the calculation height-

height correlations of the interface. This method has been used both in the laboratory and 

experimentally. The height-height correlation function is a meas\u-e of how pertm-bations 

in the growth direction become uncorrelated along the plane of the interface. This function 

is showed in equation 3.2. 

G{r) = {{K -  h,f) (3.2) 
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where G(r) is the variance of the difference of heights of columns of solid separated by a 

distance r. Above the transition, the solid surface can support a wide variety of undula

tions. In contrast, the smooth surface remains flat and only supports very long wavelength 

perturbation and the height-height correlation function is less dependent of r. 

Chui and Weeks showed with a solid on solid (SOS) Hamiltonian that the height-height 

correlation function, G(r), of the rough interface has a logarithmic behavior [22], 

G{r) = — {ln{r) + c) (3.3) 
TT 

where Koo is a renormalization coupling constant and c is a non-universal constant. This 

analysis was conducted using Kostelitz's [65] approach which is used to examine correla

tion lengths in 2D systems. With this analysis it was shown that there is a weak singularity 

denoting the surface roughening transition at a critical value of Kao = | 

The convention of defining an interface above or below the surface roughening transi

tion has its origins in viewing the transition existing about a critical temperature. This is a 

point of confusion when viewing the transition with the Jackson a-factor. This is because 

the characteristic temperatures used the original studies conducted by Chui and Weeks have 

a reciprocal relationship with the a-factor. Thus, interfaces below the surface roughening 

transition referees to systems which have an as above ac and above the transition referees 

to as below ag. 

The surface roughening transition has been extensively studies using lattice gas models. 

Shugard, Weeks and, and Gilmer [92] examined the transition with MC simulations on the 

same SOS model as examined by Chui and Weeks. This study measured the critical a-

factor on their simple cubic lattice to exist between 3.2 and 3.4. Other surface roughness 

studies have been conducted on diamond cubic lattice and evaluated using height-height 

correlations. These studies by Woodraska [102] on the {111} diamond cubic interface and 

observed a different critical value for the surface roughening transition and attributed this 

discrepancy to pre-roughening behavior [102] The difficulty with this conclusion is that the 

SOS model for the diamond cubic lattice has complicated inter-level interaction such that 
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there is a complicated level-level interaction. 

This chapter presents a method of calculating the kinetic coefficient of a solid-liquid 

interface using time correlations. This method was also used to determine the surface 

roughening transition of this lattice gas model since there is a distinct and abrupt change in 

the kinetic behavior of the system at this point. 

3.2 Fluctuation Dissipation Theory 

Fluctuation dissipation theory is based on Onsager's regression hypothesis which was first 

used in 1931 [81]. The hypothesis states that a system relaxes fi-om spontaneous micro

scopic fluctuations in the same way that it relaxes firom a macroscopic non-equilibrium 

perturbations. 

While this statement was first stated by Onsager, it was proved by Callen and Welton 

in analyzing Johnson noise [17]. This powerfiil assertion states that by the examining rates 

of which thermal fluctuations about an equilibrium position loose their instantaneous effect 

on the loose on the system, it is possible to extract the macroscopic time constants of the 

same global system when it is slightly perturbed fi-om it equilibrium position. Thus, the 

characteristic time extracted fi"om examining the time correlation fimction of a dynamic 

variable who's average value is not time dependent is the same characteristic time of a 

this system with small macroscopic deviations fi-om equilibrixmi. This is provided that the 

restoring force in both perturbations are the same. Examples of a variety of applications 

have been shown by Chandler [20]. 

The time correlation function is an autocorrelation function used to determine how fast 

a dynamic parameter (-D(t)) looses its memory of a past configurations. For example, if 

a system is displaced from its equilibrium state the time correlation function shows how 

quickly the system returns to its equilibrium state. This is assuming that there is a restoring 

force on that system which maintains the equilibrium position. The time correlation fimc

tion of a dynamical parameter {Coit)) is thus a measure of the speed in which perturbations 
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of the system take to become uncorrelated. So that at i = 0, Cjrj(O) = 1 and at long times 

where there is no correlation between events as Cuit) 0. 

c m  ( ( m  -  b )  •  ( D ( a )  -  D ) )  
Onit) - (3.4) 

where D is the average value of D. 

Assuming that perturbations decay by a single pathway, or because of a single mech

anism, and this mechanism is independent of the past history of system (Markovian style 

events) the time correlation fimction will take on the form of 

Cnit) = exp (3-5) 

where r is the characteristic time of that pathway. 

If there are more than one of these pathways then each pathway will impact the time 

correlation fimction depending on the strength of the pathway(C„). Each of these will 

intern effect the time correlations fianction as in equation 3.6. 

Cnit) = Ci exp + ̂ 2 exp + ••• + (3-6) 

Here the sum of the strength of the pathways must equal one. 

Fluctuation dissipation theory has been previous used to examine the kinetic behavior 

of the solid-liquid interface by observing the equilibrium behavior of the system. In 1997, 

Briels and Tepper [12] examined the fluctuation of the number of solid atoms in a MD 

simulation and related this behavior back to the kinetic coefficients of the system. In their 

study simulations conducted with constant pressure to maintain equilibrium. The kinetic 

coefficient is the constant relates the imder-cooling of the interface to its growth rate. 

In this study, the kinetic behavior of the solid-liquid interface was examined using fluc

tuations in the number of solid atoms as function of time in a kMC simulation cell needed 

to be examined. By defining the average number of solid atoms in the simulation as {Ns) 

over some time period, the dynamical parameter Nsit) was defined as 

Nsit) = Nsit) -  (Ns) (3.7) 
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Here Ns{t) is the number of solid atoms at some time, t.  The time correlation function 

then takes the form of 

_ {ANs(t) • i^NsjO)) 

(A/VJ(0)) 

In order to understand the nature of the time correlation function the macroscopic be

havior of the interface must first be examined. The motion of the interface depends on the 

rate at which atoms arrive and depart the interface. Thus, the rate which interface moves, v 

may be written as 

dAz dANs 
V =  (3.9) 

dt A dt 

Here, Q. is the atomic volume and A is the atomic area in the plane of the interface. 

For rough interfaces with small under-cooling, the growth rate of the solid is linear with 

under-cooling, as shown in chapter 1. 

V = (3 AT (3.10) 

Here /? is the kinetic coeflScient. At this point it is assiraied that the interface is rough 

since the interface kinetics become very complicated for smooth interfaces. The method 

for calculating the kinetic coefficient is only applicable for rough interfaces. However, the 

time correlation function still examines the kinetic behavior of both the rough and smooth 

interfaces. 

The next step is to develop a system containing a solid-liquid interface which when 

displaced from an equilibrium position system experiences a restoring to return to it equi

l i b r i u m  p o s i t i o n .  T h i s  i s  d o n e  i n  t h i s  s y s t e m  b y  a p p l y i n g  a  t h e r m a l  g r a d i e n t ,  G = § , o n  

the system in the growth direction. 

In a thermal gradient, if the interface grows by Az, then the interface temperature is 

increased by G AT and the interface will melt. If it recedes by Az is imder-cooled and 

grows. When the interfaces moves by Az the number of solid atoms of the system changes 

n 
A by § ANs- We can then write the expression: 

-AT = jGANs (3.11) 
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relating the under-cooling AT to the change in the number of solid atoms in the system. 

Here AT = T — TM, and it is negative since it represents an under-cooling of the system. 

We can thus acquire a differential equation relating the time rate of change of the num

ber of solid atoms in the system to the applied thermal gradient using equations 3.9, 3.10, 

and 3.11. 

dANv 
—^ = -/?GAAr5 (3.12) 

dt 

The solution to this differential equation is 

AiVs(0 = AiVs(0)e-^^* (3.13) 

The time correlation fimction thus decays exponentially: 

C{t) = e-r (3.14) 

where the characteristic time r is related to (3 and G by: 

(3.15) 
1 

3.3 KMC Study of interface 

Following the construction of the system in the previous section, kMC simulations were 

conducted on a solid interface placed in a thermal gradient. The kMC events used in this 

study were the same as motivated in chapter 1 and implemented in chapter 2 with a slight 

change. Here the temperature each atom depends on it position in the simulation cell: 

= Voexp{^~^ (3.16) 
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Flat interfaces oriented perpendicularly to this thermal gradient were then constructed in 

a simulation with semi-periodic boundary conditions. To determine the surface roughen

ing transition of the rod eutectic system discussed in chapter 2, these simulations were 

conducted on a FCC lattice oriented in the {100} direction. 

The melting point of the system was then set in the center of the cell so that the interface 

would not interact with the top and bottom boundaries of the cell, which were set to be solid 

or Hquid respectively. Interfaces were then allowed to fluctuate about the melting point. 

Examples of these interfaces are displayed in figure 3.6. The number of solid atoms in the 

simulation cell was saved to a file at a rate 100 -1000 faster than the measured time constant 

of the simulation while the total simulation was run 50 - 100 times this time constant. 

Table 3.1 shows a record of the FCC simulations conducted for this study. An example of 

the output of one of these simulations is displayed in figure 3.1. This graph displays the 

number of solid atoms at different times in the simulation and it is representative of the 

duration of simulations used in this study. 

Since the surface roughening transition of FCC interfaces have not be previously been 

studied, the surface roughening transition of the simple cubic (SC) was examined. Results 

from both these studies are foimd in tables 3.1 and 3.2. Both the SC and FCC systems 

were studied using different sized simulation cells as and implemented with a few different 

magnitudes of thermal gradients. 

3.3.1 Time Correlations 

Time correlation functions were computed after the completion of the simulation. The 

exact nature the computation of the time correlation fimction is displayed in equation 3.18. 

The time correlation function was applied to several different time slices of the output file 

to acquire an understanding of the statistical nature of its computed values. These time 
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FIGURE 3.1. Time Series 

The above plot displays the number of solid atoms in the simulation cell as a function of 
time. System fluctuates about the equilibriirai position at the center of the simulation cell 
because of the imposed thermal gradient 1.0 °K per unit lattice ~ (a). Simulation conducted 
with AS A = 7.0 ks and ^aa = 116.7 °K ks on a FCC lattice 50 by 50 unit lattices in size. 
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slices are expressed as time interval between t = N and t = M. 

(3.18) 

In this summation rii is the number of solid atoms in the simulation at time U. The function 

5 (t — {ti — tj)) in this equation is the Kronecker delta function of width At. This delta 

fiinction is used to bin the difference of An^ — Arij as a function of time. The number 

NinUn{t) is the number of difference in each of these bins. The bin's width is chosen 

to provide an adequate sampling for a time t. Correspondingly the denominator of the 

correlation ftmction is computed by using equation 3.19. 

A semi-log plot of a typical time correlation function is displayed in figure 3.2. 

At this point, characteristic times may be extracted from the time correlation function. 

While the time correlation flmction may be fitted with equation 3.6, this study focused on 

the the most prevalent characteristic time of the the system and used a fitting flmction of 

using the nonlinear least-squares Marquart-Levenber method was used by the Gnu project's 

program 'fit.' 

There were some difficulties in extracting the time constants just below the surface 

roughening transition. At this point it is possible to observe a few different time constants 

in a few of the time correlation functions. When this occurred, the time correlation function 

was fitted for the most dominating time constant. These extra time constants are not ob

servable in all time correlations and may become less apparent even in comparing several 

time correlation ftinctions from the same simulation. 

The reciprocal of these characteristic times were then divided by the magnitude of the 

thermal gradient to attain a kinetic parameter. It is important to distinguish between the 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 
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FIGURE 3.2. Time Correlation 

This semi-log plot of time correlation is taken from data in figure 3.1 in the time interval of 
3.19 — 3.65 X The time correlation function shows an exponential decay from t = 0. 
The characteristic times of the system are measured by least squares to equation 3.14. In 
this example 1/r = 0.01483 when fit up t Error bars were calculated using 
equation 3.21. 
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measured kinetic parameter and the kinetic coefficient. This study examined the behav

ior of the interface above and below the surface roughening transition. Below the surface 

roughening transition the measured kinetic parameter is the kinetic coefficient of the sys

tem, while, above the transition, this is not the case. This distinction will be discussed in 

the next section. 

In an attempt to understand the statistical nature of measurement the characteristic 

times, the statistics of acquiring the time correlation fiinction were examined. Since the 

time correlation fiinction is an average of values there is a discernible uncertainty in this 

measurement which depends on the number of points in each bin. This uncertainty is ex

pressed in equation 3.21. 

5C{t) = .. ^ (An(0) • An{t)) + " ^^(0) ^ (3.21) 
(AiVs2(o)) ^ (AiVs2(0))2 \ ^ ^ 

The standard deviation of the means are expressed in equation 3.21 are just 

r / A  /  N  A  /  ^ ^  s t d  ( ( A n ( 0 )  •  A n ( t ) ) )  
ii(An(0).An(t))= (3.22) 

y J-^inhin\t) — i 
This error analysis is the bases for the one a error bars shown in figure 3.2. 

While this is the standard of the mean, evaluation the time correlation fiinction of sub

sets of the total simulation suggested that this method of computing the error underesti

mates sampling nature of equation 3.18. In equation 3.18 the time correlation bins were 

using overlapping bins of time, thus there may be a problem with over sampling. Estimates 

the precession of the characteristic times sub-sets of the other systems were calculated by 

examining smaller non-overlapping sections of the compete simulation. T}^ically one sim

ulation is broken up into 8 to 12 of these sections. It is the mean and the standard deviation 

of the mean of these values which have been displayed in figures 3.3 and 3.4 and reported 

in tables 3.1 and 3.2. 

3.3.2 Surface Roughening Transition 

The Ising lattice gas system has three distinct roughening regimes with respect to the a-

factor. This behavior shown in figure 3.5. These three regimes separated by two phase 
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FIGURE 3.3. Kinetics Factor vs A-Factor for a FCC Lattice 

This semi-log plot of the kinetic factor vs a-factor shows a distinct discontinuity at a = 

3. Below the transition the kinetic coefficient decreases logarithmically as a fimction of a 
while above the kinetic factor increase exponentially. Error bars on the kinetic factor are 
the standard deviation of the mean calculated from several time correlations conducted on 
the simulation of a given a. 
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a-factor AT (°K / a) Piu+a/^K) size of cell (a) duration (1 / u^) 
1.333 0.2 0.0371 +/- 0.0055 50 X 50 X 20 1.832 xl04 
1.667 0.2 0.0243 +/- 0.0028 50 X 50 X 20 3.369 xlO^ 
2.000 0.2 0.0201 +/- 0.0014 50 X 50 X 20 6.197 xl04 
2.333 0.2 0.0192 +/- 0.0039 50 X 50 X 20 5.699 xlO^ 
2.333 1.0 0.0151 +/-0.0012 50 X 50 X 20 5.699 xlO^ 
2.667 0.2 0.0129+/- 0.0027 50 X 50 X 20 4.193 xl04 
3.000 0.2 0.0110+/- 0.0017 50 X 50 X 20 2.468 xl04 
3.000 0.2 0.0106 +/- 0.0020 50 X 50 X 20 1.234 xlO^ 
3.083 0.2 0.0169+/-0.0021 50 X 50 X 20 9.611 xl04 
3.167 0.2 0.0361 +/- 0.0089 50 X 50 X 20 4.678 xlO'' 
3.250 0.2 0.0847 +/- 0.013 50 X 50 X 20 3.643 xl04 
3.333 0.2 0.0796 +/- 0.0045 50 X 50 X 20 2.270 xl04 
3.667 0.2 0.512+/-0.031 50 X 50 X 20 4.175 xl04 
4.000 0.2 1.356+/- 0.33 50 X 50 X 20 9.216 xlO^ 
4.333 0.2 2.31 +/-0.18 50 X 50 X 20 5.650 xlO^ 
4.667 0.2 3.35 +/- 0.20 50 X 50 X 20 4.158 xlO^ 

TABLE 3.1. Time Correlations of FCC Simulations 

a-factor AT (°K/a) /3(i/ + a /°K) size of cell (a) duration (1 / 
1.000 0.25 1.576+/-0.112 50 X 50 X 40 3.347 x l O ^  

1.667 0.25 0.0609 +/- 0.0039 50 X 50 X 40 4.925 x l 0 4  

2.000 0.15 0.069 +/- 0.014 110 X 110 X 40 6.223 x l O ^  

2.000 0.25 0.048+/- 0.011 85 X 85 X 80 7.468 x l O ^  

2.000 0.15 0.0497 +/- 0.0080 50 X 50 X 40 1.493 x l O ^  

2.000 0.25 0.0409 +/- 0.0023 50 X 50 X 40 8.962 x l O ^  

2.333 0.25 0.0302 +/- 0.0024 50 X 50 X 40 5.436 x l O ^  

2.667 0.25 0.0215 +/- 0.00076 50 X 50 X 40 5.495 x l O ^  

3.000 0.25 0.0222 +/- 0.0033 50 X 50 X 40 9.998 x l O ^  

3.333 0.25 0.086+/-0.018 85 X 85 X 80 6.064 x l O ^  

3.667 0.25 0.289+/-0.021 85 X 85 X 80 1.226 x l O ^  

3.667 0.25 0.109+/-0.023 50 X 50 X 40 8.582 x l O ^  

4.00 0.25 0.723 +/- 0.059 85 X 85 X 80 1.487 x l O ^  

TABLE 3.2. Time Correlations of SC Simulations 
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FIGURE 3.4. Kinetics Factor vs a-Factor of SC Lattices 

The SC systems exhibit the same behavior as the FCC systems. This includes a shared 
transition point. 

transitions. The first regime exists when the a-factor is small and the development of an 

interface is energetically imfavorable. As a is increased, an interface between the solid and 

liquid phases is favorable, however it is rough. This transition is refereed to as the 3D Ising 

transition, where in a 3D magnetic systems there is no spontaneous magnetization. The 

surface roughening transition, the second transition seen in the 3D model, may likewise be 

refereed as the 2D Ising model transition since its behavior is similar to this magnetic phase 

transition only here it is a 2D transition. 

Not only is the surface morphology different in each of these three regimes, but the 

kinetics changes dramatically as well. It is readily apparent from examining both figures 3.3 

and 3.4 that there is an abrupt change in the behavior of the kinetic parameter as a function 

of OL in both the simple cubic systems and the FCC systems. This discontinuity at a = 

3, as seen in both lattices, is attributed to the surface roughening transition. Figure 3.4 
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FIGURE 3.5. Surface Roughness 

The 3 dimensional Ising lattice gas system exhibits two interface transition points: a 3D 
transition and a 2D transition. Above the 3D transition, an interface is unfavorable, as 
shown in figure (a) where a = 1.0. In figure (b) and (c) an interface is able to form but is 
still rough, a = 1.66 and 2.33 respectively. Figure (d) shows an interface below the surface 
roughening transition, or the 2D transition, where a = 3.66. These figures are cross-
sectional views of a 3D simple cubic lattice. Figiu-es were rendered using Raster3D [77]. 

shows simulations in all three regimes, while figure 3.4 only shows the surface roughening 

transition. 

The abrupt change of the kinetic factor as a function of a-factor is attributed to the 

disappearance of the relation pathway that was motivated in the discussion of the kinetic 

coefficient. It is this pathway which is enabled by the surface presents of a rough sur

face. The time constants observed in the area where the interface is flat are the faster time 

constants of arrive of add atoms and the formation rates of kink sites on step edges. 

These results not only show this change occurs but it also show the functional depen
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dence of the time constants on the a-factor. It appears that on both sides of the transition 

the kinetic factor is an exponential fimction of a. 

C{a) = A exp{—B • a) (3.23) 

Above the surface roughening transition the FCC lattice system can be fitted with A = 0.061 

+/- 0.016 and B = 0.56 +/- 0.12 for a-factors between 1.33 and 3.00. In the same regime 

the SC lattice system A = 0.37 +/- 0.05 and i? = 1.05 +/- 0.06. The exponentially behavior 

of both systems is remarkably similar. This type of behavior is expected since the surface 

is becoming smoother as a is increase as the number of repeatable step-sites decreases. In 

this regime the kinetic factor is the kinetic coefficient in equation 3.10. 

Below the surface roughening transition the kinetic factor no longer represents the ki

netic coefficient. The most significant indication of this is that kinetic factor is displaying 

a behavior which is contrary to the growth kinetics of the interface. Interfaces below the 

surface roughening transition grow considerably slower and the growth rate is not linear 

with under-cooling. Since the measured characteristic times are being influenced by rate of 

kink site formation, as well as the arrival and departure rates of individual solid atoms, the 

characteristic times are increasing with increasing a-factor. The relationship between ki

netic factor and a may also be fitted with equation 3.23 right above the surface roughening 

transition. For the FCC lattice system A = 1.90 +/-1.3 x and B = -9.7 +/- 0.2. While 

the SC system was fitted with A = 6.50 +/- 14.0 x 10"^ B = -3.5 +/- 0.6. 

Confirmation of the surface roughening transition on the FCC lattice was also sought 

with the use height-height correlation ftmctions. While this method was originally confus

ing due to the a misunderstanding of the work of Shugard, Weeks and Gilmer the height-

height correlations clearly show that the surface roughening transition occurs between a = 

3.0 and 3.1. These results are shown in figure 3.7. The confiision was pertaining to the use 

of equation 3.3. This function describes the height-height correlation function of a rough 

interface, however when the interface is smooth the height-height correlation function is 

very flat with respect to r. When examining the height-height correlation function about 
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FIGURE 3.6. Simulation Cell 

3D view of a typical simulation cell. Cell has dimensions of 50 by 50 by 20 lattice units 
and in implemented with an a-factor of 3.0 and a AT of 0.2 °K/ lattice unit. Figure was 
rendered using Raster3D [77]. 

the surface roughening transition with any lattice gas model this can become confiising 

since the simulations start with a flat interface where the height-height correlation fimc-

tion is also independent on r and the simulations must be give enough time to come to 

equilibrium or steady state. 

3.4 Conclusion 

The application of the fluctuation dissipation therory to a solid-liquid interface has provided 

significant information about the roughening transition. The time correlation function of 

the number of solid atoms in a solid-liquid system in a linear thermal gradient exhibits 

a behavior which decays exponentially in time. By measuring this characteristic time in 

kMC systems, we have determined the kinetic coefiicients of rough interfaces. A strong 

discontinuity in the kinetic behavior is observed as a function of Jackson's a-factor which 
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FIGURE 3.7. Height-Height Correlation Function 

Figures (a) and (b) show height-height correlation on the {100} faces of a FCC lattice. 
Figure (a) was implemented with a = 3.0 while figure (b) was implemented at 3.1. Least 
squares fit of /(r) of the same form of equation 3.3 resulted in Koo = 0.2683 and c = 3.8. 
Fit conducted with r in units of the cube root of the atomic volume. 
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attributed to the surface roughening transition. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SURFACE ROUGHNESS OF BINARY ALLOY AND 
IRREGULAR ROD EUTECTICS 

4.1 Introduction 

Upon examining the rod eutectic system of figure 2.7, it is apparent that the surface rough

ening behavior of a binary alloy system is different than the roughening behavior of the two 

pure systems of its components. While the Jackson a-factor expression has been related 

to the binary crystal-liquid interface [32], there has been some confusion in relating the 

surface roughening behavior back to the pure systems [45]. Since regular and irregular eu

tectics are classified by their surface roughening characteristics, understanding the surface 

roughening behavior of these systems is very important. 

This chapter discusses the nature of the surface roughening behavior of binary alloy 

systems and compares these results to single component systems. These of the surface 

roughing behavior of a binary alloy have been previously published in the Journal of Crystal 

Growth [6]. Lastly this chapter will apply knowledge of the surface roughening behavior 

to irregular rod eutectics. 

4.2 Surface Roughness 

The surface roughening behavior of single component systems has been previously studied 

using lattice gas models [92, 33, 101] as discussed in previous chapters. However, the 

surface roughening behavior of binary systems has received little attention. Binary systems 

have been studied previously [21,91, 25] and there growth kinetics can be modeled using 

the JGT model [3] as detailed in chapters 1 and 2. 

The Jackson a-factor has been used as a predictive measure to understand the surface 
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roughness of a system. 

a = (4.1) 

The confusion in relating the surface roughness of binary systems to that of single compo

nent systems stems from the treatment of the single component system. Since AS" = L/Tm 

the choice of AS in single component systems directly controls their surface roughening 

behavior. The ratio of L/Tm then is used to control the velocity of the interface, noting 

that L = Z • $5s/2. The added complication of a binary system, using the JGT model 

formulation, changes this arrangement due to the definitions of the parameters in the JGT 

model. 

In the JGT model the entropy differences and bond energies are parameters which are 

used in the relationship between an ideal solution liquid in contact with a regular solution 

solid, as shown in equations 2.11,2.14, and 2.15. The parameter ASA is entropy difference 

of a single component system of A atoms and it should not be confused with the AS" of 

the binary system for various compositions of the liquid phase. A similar statement could 

be made about the latent heat of fiision of the solid phase however in choosing systems 

similar to those shown in figure 2.3 this problem is greatly simplified. Here the solid alpha 

phase solid consists mainly of solid A atoms, and thus the latent heat of fiision is still 

approximately equal to {Z • 

The a-factor then should be calculated using the melting point of the binary system. 

This equilibrium temperature is the liquidus temperature found on the equilibrium phase 

diagram. 

In order to compare the binary and single component systems a direct measure of the 

surface roughness needs in to be defined. While rougher surfaces have a higher concentra

tion of repeatable step sites, the density of repeatable step cites an be difficult to calculate. 

In this study, a definition of surface roughness, s(i), is utilized. 

NsLjt) - NSL{0) 
NSL{0)  

(4.2) 
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This is the same definition used by BCF [15]. 

Here Nsiit) is the number of solid-liquid bonds on the surface, and A^SL(O) is the num

ber of solid-liquid bonds on an atomically smooth surface. In systems where the interface 

resembles a solid on solid model, where overhangs are not allowed, s{t) is the density 

of unsatisfied lateral bonds. This measure of surface roughness may be calculated for any 

state of the JGT model. This measure does not define the location of the surface roughening 

transition, since the surface roughness increases smoothly through the transition. 

Lastly, since the system is at equilibrium, the morphology of the interface is indepen

dent of the diffusion rate in the liquid. While choice of the 9, is important in the relaxation 

of the equilibrium system, it does not effect the measurement of the equilibrium surface 

roughening. 

4.3 Surface Roughness Simulations 

The relationship between the surface roughness and the a-factor was examined on the ; 100^ 

FCC interface. Simulation were typically conducted with cell dimensions of 200 by 200 

by 100 unit cells. Solid-liquid interfaces were then created flat with pure solid of A atoms 

and a mixture of A and B atoms in the liquid. The evolution of structure of the interface 

then proceeded at the liquidus temperature of the binary alloy. 

This studied utilized three separate phase diagrams with variety of entropies of fusion 

to examine the binary alloy system. System 1 was run with a AS of 7.0 system 2 

with a AS" of 6.0 ks and system 3 with a AS" of 5.0 ks- For comparison pure systems 

were also simulated using a similar range of a-factor values. The surface roughnesses as 

a function of a-factor values is reported in figure 4.1. Rather than using the melting point 

of the pure material to calculate the a-factor for the alloys, the liquidus temperature of 

the binary systems was used. The error bars on the data are the standard deviation of the 

fluctuations of the roughness value arotmd the reported mean. Different a-factors values 

apply for each point along the liquidus lines of each phase diagram. From figure 4.1 it is 
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FIGURE 4.1. A-Factorvs. Roughness Parameter 

Both binary and pure systems follow the same roughness relationship System 1: ASboth = 
7.0kB,^AA = = 2000°K,^AB = 500°i^ System 2: ASboth = 
6.0KB,^AA = U70°K,^BB = 2000°K, ^AB =  500°K System 3: ASboth = 
5.0kB, ^AA = 1310°if, $bb = 1800°K, ^AB = 500°-ft: 

evident that both pure and binary systems follow the same roughness relationship with a 

smooth monotonically decreasing roughness with increasing a-factor. 

In the case of the simple eutectic system the surface roughness of both phases increases 

as the system moves to either side of the eutectic. In a rod eutectic system this is more dra

matic for the minor phase because of the larger difference between the melting temperature 

of the pure material and the alloy. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Irregular Eutectic Phase Diagram 

Phase diagram chosen to enable the growth of a irregular rod eutectic system when the 
major phase is faceted and the minor phase is non-faceted. This phase diagram was cal
culated using the following parameters with equation 2.22. ^^aaI^b = 67.8° K, AS a = 
2 .0kB,^BB/kB = 1()0°K ,SAb = lO .OkB,^AB/kB = 4:0°K,Z = 12. Solidus lines fall 
on top of the left and right axes. 

4.4 Further Examination of Irregular Eutectics 

With knowledge gained from the surface roughening behavior of binary alloys, it is now 

possible to reexamine the irregular rod eutectic systems. With knowledge of the surface 

roughening transition of lattice gas models, the original project of systems where the major 

phase was faceted and the minor phase had a rough interface can continued. An example 

of one of these systems is displayed in figure 4.2. 

The study changed it focus from using a simple cubic lattice to a face centered cubic 

lattice(FCC) due to the difficulty of directionally solidifying the eutectic system when the 

faceted interfaced were orient perpendicular to the growth direction. When a simple cubic 
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lattice who's interface was oriented in the <100> direction was used, the faceted phase 

would not have time to develop and would be enveloped by the other phase. When faceting 

occurs out of the plane as in observed in figure 2.7 repeatable step site generation is aided 

by the solid-solid interfaces and well as the comers of the facets. This choice in geome

try was also motivated by the limitations of the existing code. Construction of the initial 

conditions of rods of A atoms in a matrix of B atoms were forward when conducting simu

lations a simulation cell with cubic symmetry oriented in the < 100> direction. This added 

complication provided an opportunity to flush out the definition of the definitions of the 

imit of length both in the simulations as well as interpretation of the J-H model. 

The system of figure 4.2 was selected for it surface roughening behavior at the eutectic 

point where alpha phase has an a-factor of 2.21 for its {111} surface and 1.47 for its 

{100} surface. Both of these are above the surface roughening transition of = 3. The 

beta phase of this system at the eutectic point has a a-factor of 5.22 on the {111} surface 

and 3.48 on the {100} surface. Both of these interfaces are below the surface roughening 

transition, thus are smooth. Of both of the beta phase surfaces the {111} interface is the 

smoothest. 

Simulations were originally conducted using the J-H model as a guide, as described in 

chapter 2. Initially a liquid phase 30% richer in the minor component from the eutectic 

composition was used. This value was latter decreased to 15%. During the course of serval 

simultions AT, r, and Q were modified to produce a stable growing irregular rod eutectic 

mircostructure. AT was increased so that the interface would not remain stationary, while 

Q was increased when the rod spacing was notably too small. In systems where the rod 

spacing was too small the rod structure would breakup by nucleating new rods in the middle 

of the major phase. The scale of this new rod structure provided a hint on the dimensions 

of the simulations cell that would support stable rod growth. The last modification was to 

the rod spacing when the rod spacing was only slightly off. The parameters for the final 

rod eutectic system are found in table 4.1 and views of the simulation cell are shown in 

figures 4.3 and 4.4. 
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Input Parameters Intermediates Final Parameters 
67.8 UB • °K 1.994 a 2m a 58.82 ° K - a  

160 kB • °K 43.02 a 

^AB 40 kB • °K 2.929 a 

ASA 2.0 kB 
ASB 10.0 kB 

rria 214.4 °K m 

0 O
 

o
 

mp 10.53 °K Oa 2.41° 

T 94.98 °K Op 65.0° 

z 12 

C 9 M 0.0395 
/9(assume) 1 

^proposed 62.19 
AT 2.98 °K r 4.98 lattice units ^used 75 

Rcell 30 lattice units Rj-.H 25.00 a AT • Rj^h 74.51 ° K - a  

Cliq 11.5% A atoms 

a = 0.630 lattice units, for a FCC lattice, 
(note: a = atomic volume) 

TABLE 4.1. Stable Rod System 
In this table Rceii is the size of the simulation cell as defmed in figure 2.4 and RJ-H is the 
R parameter foimd in the J-H model. 

As with the irregular eutectic of table 2.2, this eutectic system also diverges from the 

J-H model. However here, the calculated rod spacing is roughly twice as small as the 

one in the simulation. This result requires further evaluation of both tj^es of irregular rod 

eutectics to see if this pattern really holds for more than three systems. These systems also 

need to be examined with diffusion rates more closely resembling the J-H model. 

4.5 Conclusions 

The surface roughness of a binary solution follows the same behavior as pure systems in 

relation to the a-factor when the liquidus temperature is used for the melting point of the 
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FIGURE 4.3. Irregular Rod Eutectic 3D View 

Stable rod eutectic growth using parameters shown in table 4.1. Simulations were con
ducted on a FCC lattice oriented in the {100} direction on a simulation cell with dimensions 
of 30 by 52 by 175 unit cells. The liquid composition (Ciiq) was 11.5% minor component. 
Figure was rendered using Raster3D [77]. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Irregular Rod Eutectic 2D View 

Diagonal cross-section of figure 4.3. Both liquid and solid atoms are displayed in figure. 
Early behavior of the alpha phase rod due initial conditions of the interface.(flat interface) 
Figure was rendered using Raster3D [77]. 
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system. Thus, the surface roughening behavior in an eutectic system does not depend on 

the entropy of fiision of the pure components rather it depends on the latents heats of the 

two phases and the eutectic temperature. In particular this means that the interfaces of the 

two alloy systems will be smoother than the interfaces of the isolated systems of the pure 

materials. 

These observations have been used to develop stable rod growth of an irregular eutectic 

system using the spin one Ising lattice gas model. Like experimentally observed irregu

lar eutectic systems, these rods have also deviated from the expected rod spacings of the 

Jackson-Hunt model. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISLOCATION ETCH-PIT SIMULATIONS 

5.1 Introduction 

Chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) is now widely used in the semiconductor indus

try [93]. CMP, stress corrosion cracking and dislocation etches share the common feature 

in that the rate of chemical attack depends on the local stress level. In both CMP and stress 

corrosion cracking the combined effect of chemical attack and mechanical stress is an or

der of magnitude greater than either acting alone. In this project, we have modeled the 

formation of dislocation etch pits by using kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations in order 

to study the interaction of stress on the etching process. 

Dislocation etches have been used extensively to evaluate the perfection of crystals. [26, 

72, 50, 61, 78] The impact of localized stresses on growth and dissolution kinetics has been 

of great interest for a long time [94]. One of the first examinations on the effects of disloca

tions on dissolution was conducted by Cabrera and Levine [16], By extending the BCF [15] 

model of crystal growth through screw dislocation to dissolution they applied spiral step 

edge kinetics to the dissolution of crystals [16]. While this model does include the stress 

fields associated with a screw dislocation, etch pits formed by this mechanism are always 

shallow. This is the case since this model examines a stress single step edge and continu

ous step edge would lead to shallow pitting. Dislocation pitting and dislocation coring was 

also examined by Frank [36], where he showed deeps pit can also be formed at equilibrium 

conditions at the center of the dislocations due to the high stresses [36]. The dynamics of 

the hollow dislocation cores have been examined using lattice models [42]. In the model 

implemented by Guang-Zhao et. al., the hollowing of the dislocation core was examined on 

a simple cubic lattice where the events of atoms arriving and departing the solid interface 

where chosen by a non-random process. In their alogoritham events that were the most 
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probable occurs first. An Analytic solution to this model was constructed for the case of 

rough surfaces where crystallographic effects are inconsequential [34], Dislocation etching 

studies have also examined etching processes on diamond cubic [102, 101, 24], 

This study focuses on the effects of stress rather than lattice geometry around a dis

location and examines with the same model both faceted and non-faceted etch pits. Here 

we examine the effects of etching rates and dislocation strengths on the formation of etch-

pits. This modelalos produces both faceted and non-faceted etch-pits. This work has been 

previously presented in the Fall 2001 Materials Research Society Meeting [7]. 

5.2 Simulation Description 

A kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) algorithm was implemented to simulate dislocation etching 

on a silicon surface. The dislocation is assvmied to be straight and perpendicular to the 

surface. Atoms are irreversibly removed from the lattice at random with a weighted prob

ability depending on the number of nearest neighbors as well as their physical location in 

the lattice. This probability is expressed as in the rate expression: 

(5.1) 

Here z/_ is the frequency with which atoms are removed from the solid while Vg is a pre-

exponential factor. E is the geometric energy representing a weakening of the bonds. The 

strength of the unstressed bond in the etching solution is represented by (p. n is the niraiber 

of nearest neighbor solid atoms and r is the distance from the center of the dislocation. At 

the interface the concentration of the etchant is uniform, and the atoms which are in contact 

with the solution are the only ones removed. 

This model treats the dislocation purely as a source of stress on the lattice, and ignores 

the changes in local geometry of the lattice due to the dislocation. For a dislocation with 

a Burgers vector perpendicular to the surface, as with a pure screw dislocation, the stress 

on the bonds is independent of the detailed configuration of the atoms at the core and is 
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only dependent on the distance from the dislocation core. The stress field has cylindrical 

symmetry about the Ime of the dislocation [79], In order to avoid the singularity at the 

center of the dislocation core, atoms positioned there are assumed to feel the same stress 

energy as their nearest neighbors. This stress will be interpreted in terms of the bond energy 

as 

The code for the kMC stores the lattice as an array of structures. Each atom in the 

lattice stores the location of its nearest neighbors as well as any events that may occur for 

that lattice site. The data structure is also responsible for holding the value of the geometric 

energy since En/r is constant for each lattice site. Simulations are conducted on a three 

dimensional lattice. During the course of the simulation the program outputs the full lattice 

in real coordinates that may be viewed using a rendering program. [77] (see Figure 5.1) 

Time in these simulations has been kept as a relative parameter which mainly depends on 

the choice of Ug. Here Vo was set to equal to one. 

5.3 Simulations 

Simulations were typically conducted on a diamond cubic lattice 125 by 125 by 200 unit 

cells in size. The lattice was oriented with its {100} plane in contact with the etchant. The 

etching strength and geometric energy values, cj) and En, were chosen such that the pit's 

formation was not impacted by the boundaries of the simulation cell. In this study, (f) ranged 

fi-om one to nine and En ranged from 0.1 to 0.8. In this range, it is possible to examine 

both faceted and non-faceted etch-pits, and shallow and deep pits. 

Pits in these simulations are observed to etch at a uniform rate. Both the center of the 

pit and areas outside the pits mouth etch at rates which are linear with respect to the log of 

both the (f)'s and En's. These pits also exhibited well defined boundaries. Thus, material 

outside the pit was not being affected by the geometric potential. Figxire 5.1 is the result of 

a typical simulation. 

(5.2) 
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(c) (d) 

FIGURE 5.1. Time Evolution of Etch-Pit Simulation 

Only the interface atoms are shown in this figure. Banding with period of 16 unit cells is 
included to indicate the depth of the pit. Simulation is conducted with (j) = 2, En = 0.3 
unit cells and FO = 1. (a) t = 0, (b) t = 200,(c) t = 450, (d) t = 900 (time in arbitrary units). 
Figures were rendered using Raster3D [77]. 
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FIGURE 5.2. Pit Cross Sections 

Interface atoms located in a plane at the middle of the etch pit perpendicular to the disloca
tion line (a) (/!) = 1, = 0.5 (b) ^ = 5, En = 0.5 (c) = En = 0.5 (d) (j) = 9,En = 0.6 En 
is in unit cell units. 

The 0 dependence on the pit formation can be seen in Figure 5.2. This figure displays 

only the interface atoms located in a plane at the middle of the etch pit perpendicular to 

the dislocation line. At low values of (j) the etch is non-crystalgraphic. The cross sections 

are independent of the lattice symmetry and are circular. As the 0 values increase the pit 

reflects the symmetry of the crystal, thus when cj) is equal to nine the etch-pit cross section 

is nearly a square. It should also be noted that as the (j) increases the surface becomes 

smoother. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Etch-Pit Angle vs. En 

Etch pit angle is the average polar angle measured at the bottom of pit from the dislocation 
line to a mid-point surface atom. 

The geometric energy, En, impacts the etch rate of the pit and pit sharpness increases as 

En increases. This has been quantified by measuring the polar angle from the bottom of the 

pit to mid-pit atoms, 0. During the course of the simulation, 0 approaches a constant value. 

These values are plotted as the log of the tangent of 0 against the log of En in Figure 5.3 for 

various values of (j). The tangent of 9 is the aspect ratio of the etch-pit. While </> does play 

a part in determining the aspect ratio of the etch-pit, the etch-pit is far more sensitive to the 

geometric energy. The data displayed in this figure exhibits more scatter since shallow pits 

are not well formed thus there is a larger spread in the values of the polar angles. 

5.4 Conclusions 

With a simple model of the stresses around a dislocation we have been able to duplicate 

the shape of experimentally observed dislocation etch-pits. By varying two parameters, 

etch strength and geometric energy, we have been able to produce both shallow and deep 
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dislocation etch-pits as well as crystallographic and non-crystallographic pits. 
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CHAPTER 6 

STRESSED STEP SIMULATIONS 

6.1 Introduction 

A local stress can play a significant role in crystal dissolution. The effect is evident in 

chemical mechanical polishing where etching rates of solvent solutions are dramatically 

increased by localized stresses. The origin of this interaction between mechanical stress 

and chemical dissolution has been somewhat of a mystery. It is my believe that the present 

results shed some light on this interaction. Direct observations with an AFM probe tip on 

a calcite surface have shown increased dissolution rates with increased tip pressure [83]. 

Step edges were observed to recede away from the tip in near equilibrium solutions using 

contact  forces  around 200 nN. 

To examine this behavior a kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) study of the effects an AFM 

probe tip interacting with a crystal step edge has been conducted. This lattice gas model 

incorporates a local stress field, in the form of a geometrically dependent bond energy 

perturbation, into a spin 1/2 Ising model treatment of stepped solid-liquid interface. The 

goal of this research is to attempt to reproduce the effects of an AFM probe tip in the 

vicinity of a step edge and thus gain an understanding of the effects of local stresses on 

growth and dissolution processes. This work has been previously published in the Journal 

of Crystal Growth [5]. 

6.2 Kinetic Monte Carlo 

The kMC model implemented for this study is similar to previous work [7]. A step is 

introduced into the surface by using periodic boundary conditions in the {001} direction 

while periodic boundary conditions in the {010} direction are offset one lattice spacing [70, 

38], Simulations start with a flat interface oriented in the {InO} direction where n is the 
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size of the simulation cell in the {010} direction. Simulations are typically conducted with 

a simulation cell containing 125 by 125 by 20 atoms with 10 initial solid layers. 

The interface then evolves with a kMC implementation of a spin 1/2 Ising type model 

where liquid atoms join the solid at a rate of: 

= UoCxp (6.1) 

where AS is the entropy difference between the solid and liquid phases, Uo is a pre-

exponential factor, and kB is the Boltzmann's constant. Atoms are removed from the solid 

surface to join the liquid at a rate of: 

i-p = •'.exp (6-2) 

where is the solid-solid bond energy, n|°' is the number of solid nearest neighbor atoms 

around the atom, T is the temperature of the simulation and Egeoivi) the position depen

dent bond perturbation. To approximate the stress effect produced by the AFM tip on the 

crystal surface a static Gaussian stress field centered in the middle of the simulation cell 

was used. 

EgUr) = (6.3) 

Here r is the distance, in cylindrical coordinates, away from the center of the simulation 

cell, and a and (3 are the parameters which control the magnitude of the perturbation. This 

stress field was chosen since it is a radially symmetric smooth function which is close to 

parabolic at r = 0 and approaches zero at r —^ oo. To examine the pressure dependence 

of a single probe tip on the surface, a was modulated while keeping the curvature, (s), at 

r = 0 of the stress field constant. 

The curvature of the potential field was chosen to impact the development of the step edge 

but not to halt step edge development. This was typically done with a curvature of 4000 

lattice imits. A typical stress field is shown in figure 6.1. 
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FIGURE 6.1. Stress Field 

Figure shows the stress field imposed on the simulation cell. X and Y axes are the coordi
nates in the simulation cell, a/ks — 0.003 °K and /? = 0.2041 1/Au. 
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(c) (d) 

FIGURE 6.2. Time Evolution of Stressed Step Edge 

Figures display the time evolution of a typical stressed step simulation. It was conducted at 
T = 99.50 °K with ^/ke = 500 °K, AS/ks = 15.0, a/ke = 0.0030 °K and /3 = 0.2041 
1/Au. (a) t = 5, (b) t = 11,(c) t = 17, (d) t = 18 (time in arbitrary units). Figures were 
rendered using RasterSD [77]. 
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6.3 Simulations / Results 

Given this model there are three parameters that need to be examined to compare my results 

to laboratory observations; these are the kink site density, the velocity of the interface and 

the pressure of the AFM tip. These parameters are controlled with the choice of AS, the 

under-cooling of the interface (AT) and, the strength of the perturbation a. AT is defined 

as: 

A r  =  T „ - T = ^ - T  ( 6 . 5 )  

for a simple cubic lattice. Here is the melting point of system. In this study was set 

to 100 °K. The magnitude of the bond strength #^5 is dependent on the choice of AS as 

given by the relation: 

AS _ L _ 

ks ksTm SksTm ^ ^ 
With small AT's, the kink site density is only dependent on AS'. To maintain well defined 

step edges, simulations were conducted below the surface roughening transition on the 

{100} interface [49]. Simulations with AS/ks ranging from 7 to 17 were conducted. 

Velocity of the step-edge was then controlled by the amount of under-cooling of the system. 

Then stress fields, which were large enough so that growing or receding step edges 

were perturbed, yet were small enough so that there is no spontaneous pit formation in a 

flat plane at the center of the simulation cell were applied. This range of potential fields 

(a) is dependent on AT and AS. At AT = 1 °K and AS/ks = 9 this range of a/ks's was 

0.0025 to 0.0015 °K while with AS//cb = 15 at the same AT is fi-om 0.003 to 0.004 °K. A 

typical simulation is shown in figure 6.2. 

Significant differences in the interaction between advancing and retreating step fi-onts 

with the potential field were observed. Advancing step edges are impeded by the stress 

field as seen in figure 6.2. The growth rate of the crystal slows, and the step edge becomes 

rougher while the step edge is being influenced by the applied potential field. When the 

outer part of step proceeds far enough way fi-om the center region of the perturbation the 
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center part of the step snaps away from the imposed field. The distance that the unperturbed 

part of the step travels before this snap occurs increased with decreasing AS. 

Growth simulations were conducted so that the step edge would be influenced by the 

field, but not completely stopped. Step edges that were stopped by the stress field were 

overly influenced by the nature of the periodic boimdary conditions. The amount of under

cooling also had an effect on the ability of the field to stop the progress of the step edge. 

With a fixed simulation size, the critical field strength to stop a growing step edge decreased 

with speed of the growing step edge. Receding step edges were not dramatically effected 

by the stress field. Stress fields strong enough to effect the receding step typically were 

strong enough to produce pit formation on the flat interface. 

6.4 Discussion 

The concept that AFM tip is in contact with the surface is misleading. The AFM tip inter

acts with the surface mainly though van der Waals forces. The attractive potential between 

an atom a distance D away from the surface of a sphere of radius R interacting with the 

attractive part of the van der Waals potential of w{r) = —C/r^ may be written as 

where R ̂  D. Here, p is the nmnber density atoms in the sphere, and C is the Hamaker 

constant of the medium between the atom and the sphere [48]. Assuming a Si3N4 AFM tip 

with a radius of curvature of 40nm at a distance of 1 nm away from the surface, the atoms 

closest to the tip would be affected by a 7.5 x J/Au^ potential field. This value was 

calculated using the Hamaker constant for water of 1.4 x Jm® and the atom density 

of Si3N4 of p = 9.9 X 10'^^atoms/m^. 

The dissolution process of calcite is not as simple as this kMC model. [27] However us

ing approximate bond energies calculated using molecular dynamics of a hydrated surface 

of calcite, the probe tip would have an effect 0.005 times as strong as the bond energy. It 

(6.7) 
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has been observed that perturbations of this magnitude are capable of reproducing experi

mentally observed phenomena. 

6.5 Conclusions 

A lattice gas model which reproduces the results observed in high contact pressure AFM 

studies has been developed. This model has shown that bond energy perturbations neces

sary to deform a step edge are of the same magnitude of van der Waals attraction between a 

sphere located at AFM type distances. A clear difference in the growth and dissolution step 

interaction with the potential field which is attributed to ability of the step to pass though 

this perturbation has been seen. 

These results have significant impact on the understanding of the mechanism for chem

ical mechanical polishing. The results demonstrate that the attractive part of the interaction 

potential between the probe tip and the substrate can increase the rate at which atoms leave 

the surface. Similarly, a particle near a surface in a chemical etching solution can increase 

the local rate of chemical attack. This is unlike the notion that material is removed from 

the surface mechanically by the particles, which would involve the repulsive part of the 

interaction potential. This suggests that the particles present in the slurries used for chemi

cal mechanical polishing may not, in fact, mechanically remove material. But, rather, they 

enhance the local dissolution rate when a particle is near the surface. This increases the 

rate of chemical removal of material, without the usual surface roughening associated with 

purely chemical attack, so that a highly polished surface can be obtained rapidly. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

Kinetic Monte Carlo studies have been conducted for two main topic areas in order to gain 

a deeper imderstanding into their fundamental behavior. These topic areas are, irregular rod 

eutectics and chemical mechanical polishing. The lattice gas model, with nearest neighbor 

interactions, has provided a platform capable of maintaining the critical atomistic effects 

observed in real systems. These effects are evident in the anisotropy of surface tensions 

and interface kinetics of smooth interfaces. 

For the rod eutectic project, a method has been developed to examine the directionally 

solidified rod eutectic structure. These structures have been examined with the JGT lattice 

gas model, which is similar in nature to the Ising spin model. Since this system properly 

handles interface kinetics above and below the surface roughening transition, it has been 

possible to examine both the regular and irregular eutectic structures. This is of particular 

importance since while the regular eutectic structure are relatively well understood, through 

the application of the Jackson-Hunt model, irregular eutectic structures have remained elu

sive because of their complex interface kinetics. 

During the course of this project a imique approach to discerning the surface roughening 

transition of a lattice gas system, utilizing fluctuation dissipation theory, has been imple

mented. This study has shown that the interface kinetics, as measured using time correla

tions on systems fluctuating about equilibrixim, changes abruptly at the surface roughening 

transition. 

In applying this knowledge to the eutectic system, the relationship between surface 

roughening characteristics of a binary solution and that of a single component system 

needed to be explored. It has been demonstrated that the surface roughening behavior of a 

binary system is similar to that of a single component system with respect to the Jackson-a 
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factor if the liquidus temperature of the binary system is used as the melting temperature of 

that system. With the knowledge of from these studies, simulations of irregular rod eutec-

tic systems have been conducted, where the major phase was faceted and the minor phase 

was smooth. While there is a great deal of work that still should be done on evaluating the 

stability of rod eutectic growth with kMC, this dissertation has shown the power a simple 

lattice gas model to study the development of the mircostructure of these alloys. 

The second part of this dissertation has focused on examining the effects of localized 

stresses in lattice gas models with the goal of increasing our understanding of chemical 

mechanical polishing. A study of dislocation etch-pitting has shown that the atomistic kMC 

model can examine the full continuimi of etch-pits from those with high symmetry where 

the underlying lattice does not affect the morphology of the etch-pit to those etch-pits which 

are highly influenced by the underlying lattice. This modeling was done by examining bond 

strengths and modifying the strength of chemical attack. A study of the effects of an AFM 

tip on the motion of an isolated step edge has demonstrated that step pinning, as observed in 

laboratory studies, can be reproduced by the use of a lattice gas model with the application 

of energy perturbations which are of the order of magnitude of van der Waals forces. The 

results of these simulations suggest a new approach to modeling the mechanical effects in 

chemical mechanical polishing where the particles through their interaction with the surface 

are weaken the bonds in the surface make them more susceptible to chemical attack. 
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